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The Regimental Family
The Loyal Edmonton Regiment (4 PPCLI)
Colonel-in Chief: The Right Honorable Adrienne L. Clarkson PC CC CMM COM CD
Honorary Colonel – Dennis Erker MSM
Honorary Lieutenant Colonel - John Stanton CM
Commanding Officer – Lieutenant Colonel Chris Chodan CD
Regimental Sergeant Major - Chief Warrant Officer Brougham Deegan CD		

THE LOYAL EDMONTON REGIMENT BAND

THE 49TH BATTALION, THE LOYAL EDMONTON
REGIMENT ASSOCIATION

Director of Music- Captain Michael Chute CD

President – Sergeant Brendan Yuill CD

AFFILIATED CADET CORPS

THE LOYAL EDMONTON REGIMENT MUSEUM
FOUNDATION

1712 RCACC Edson
1809 RCACC Edmonton
2638 RCACC Hinton
2685 RCACC Whitehorse
2748 RCACC Fort Smith
2850 RCACC Grande Prairie
2890 RCACC Slave Lake
2645 RCACC Vermilion
2961 RCACC Behchoko

President – Lieutenant Colonel (Retd) L.E.
Ahlstrom, CStJ, CD, QC
Museum Director – Terry Allison CD

LOYAL EDMONTON REGIMENT ADVISORY
COMMITTEE

Members from the Senate, Museum, Association
and the Regiment to manage the resources from
Camp Harris.

ALLIED REGIMENT

THE DUKE OF LANCASTER’S REGIMENT
(KINGS, LANCASHIRE AND BORDER)
Regimental Headquarters – Preston, England
1st Battalion – Somme Barracks, Catterick
2nd Battalion – Weaton Barracks, Lancashire
4th Battalion – Kimberly Barracks, Preston, England

THE REGIMENTAL SENATE

An advisory committee of all former commanding
officers of the unit.
THE 49TH BATTALION PIPES AND DRUMS

AFFILIATED REGIMENT

Serving members of the unit operating as a
Highland pipe band preserving the traditions of the
historical pipe bands of the Regiment.

PRINCESS PATRICIA’S CANADIAN LIGHT INFANTRY

1ST Battalion – Edmonton, Alberta
2nd Battalion – Shilo, Manitoba
3rd Battalion – Edmonton, Alberta
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The Association Presidents’ Message
Regimental Sergeant Major. Given that Capt Bowen
wore a lot of hats around regimental lines, I’m
convinced that his contribution will be measured
somewhat by the increased workload on the part
of many of us with time still remaining. I’m sure
he’ll remain a fixture during many regimental
activities, especially in light of his encouragement
of attendance at mess dinners over the years.
The production and publication of this edition
of our regimental magazine coincides with
Canada’s final rotation to Afghanistan is underway.
This contingent includes one of our officers,
Major (promoted to Lieutenant Colonel while
so-employed in theatre) Michael Fawcett. The
contribution of our regiment and the reserve force
in general is extraordinarily high, and it has not
been without cost. The institutional result is the
establishment of a group of highly experienced
NCOs and Officers that remain involved and are
still eager to contribute. This was very apparent
to me while I was on the Intermediate Leadership
Program at the Canadian Forces Leadership School
in St-Jean, Quebec. There are others who, having
accomplished all they wanted in the military, have
moved on after serving honourably.

49 th Battalion, The Loyal Edmonton Regiment
Association President Brendan Yuill CD

“Pain shared is pain divided, joy shared is joy
multiplied”.
Lt-Col David Grossman, On Combat

Once again I would like to welcome everyone to
another edition of the Fortyniner. As president of
our association, I would like to extend my thanks
to all the contributors to this magazine, as well as
those who donate their time to ensure that our
organization continues to thrive.

In what seems to be an ongoing trend over the
last few years, I would like to acknowledge the
contribution of yet another long-serving member
who has hit compulsory retirement age. The end
of May saw the end of Captain Jack Bowen’s active
service in the regiment, which included a tenure as
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I am hoping that our association can engage
people from both these groups and their families,
not only for the social aspect but for more crucial
reason as well. Mental well-being is becoming a
significant issue, and thankfully the stigma that
this issue carried in the past is being removed. The
significance of this matter was made evident to
me once it was discovered that everyone in my ILP
syndicate has known someone who has committed
suicide over the last five years. I honestly believe
that groups like our association has a role over the
long term in that fellow veterans are the only ones
who will understand.
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Editorial

necessary corrections and sent it off to the printer.
Another draft is produced and again we have a
chance to review the layout and text one more
time before the final printing.

You will not see any advertizing in the magazine
because we don’t have to. Casino (AGLC)
money pays for the publication of the magazine
for the Association. AGLC monies also provide
the numerous scholarships for the unit members.
I did not get a list from the Association to insert
into this years edition, but I left the application
process inside. Support your Association and buy
a membership. The money is needed for things the
AGLC will not fund.

L Col (Ret’d) Hans J Brink CD

Hello fellow Eddies and the friends of the Regiment.
I have finished another 49er, my fourth, and I am
very happy it’s done. Last year I made the decision
to not do the 49er yet here I am writing another
Editorial for our annual Regimental Magazine. I
believe we need to have an annual historical record
of what goes on in the Regimental Family. Those
serving in the unit are part of a larger organization
known as the Regimental Family. The serving
members do not always see or understand how
the Regimental Family works. When we couldn’t
find someone to take up the reigns I chose to
do another. Still, I would be happy to hand over
the keyboard to whoever wishes to take on the
responsibility for the next 49er.
This time I did take a different approach in the
process of the production of the magazine. More
DND (Delegate and Disappear) rather than trying
to make it all happen by myself, Brendan Yuill, your
President, did a lot of the leg work in gathering
articles from the serving members of the unit, and
we got a lot of great stories. I bugged everyone at
the Museum and Regimental Senate to produce
articles for the magazine. Some association
members like Ken Froland contributed articles
and pictures and I rob from Facebook as well. I
collected all the stories and along with Brendan
produced the layout and first draft. Once a draft
was assembled I again gave it out to as many
members as I could and had them red ink the thing
to death (red ink means editing for errors). Once
I received the edited copies back I made all the

We received some excellent articles from C
Company (Yellowknife). They are not an idle lot.
To be honest, it was my dream job to be a company
commander of such a fine organization. Thanks
go out to Major Schubert and the members of C
Company for the photos and stories. Lt Szabo
has also been busy writing several articles for the
magazine and again I thank-you. CSM Denny and
Major Barr provided an excellent story on the
Calgary Floods, one with an interesting twist. We
have an update on our Regimental Bren Gun Carrier
and a story from Ted Howard.
On a personal note I along with Lem and Keith
Mundorf and Captain Rick Dumas took a battlefield
tour of Sicily and Italy. It was amazing. I couldn’t
believe the terrain our predecessors had to cross in
order to take their objectives. Lots of photos and
memories to share. Perhaps a PD session in the fall.
Come by the museum and see our displays.
“Fears No Foe”

“Whoever said the pen is mightier than the sword
obviously never encountered automatic weapons.”
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Operation Husky 2013

Pachino Beach as seen from the south west flank looking east The Loyal Edmonton Regiment would have landed in the area
just slightly left of the centre of the photo. Photo Hans Brink

target was Sicily. The operation was codenamed
“Husky”.

To commemorate the 70th Anniversay of the Landings in Sicily
four members of the The Loyal Edmonton partook in a Battle
Field Tour of Sicily and Italy this past May. The story is from
the Musuem web page and the photos are from the editor.

The Allied forces, including more than 25,000
Canadians landed near Pachino on July
10th, 1943. The early stages of the invasion
went more smoothly than expected thanks
in part to a brilliant piece of deception by
British intelligence which came to be known
as Operation Mincemeat. Still, 1st Canadian
Division lost 10 men that day. (1)

When World War II was declared late in 1939,
much of Europe was already in the hands of
fascism. Germany controlled Austria and had
already invaded Czechoslovakia. Italy and Spain
were under the rule of Mussolini and Franco
respectively.

France had bet heavily on the Maginot line to guard
their border with Germany, however Hitler’s army
never attacked across that border, opting instead
to attack through Belgium and Luxembourg,
occupying both of them and The Netherlands in the
process. By June of 1940, Hitler’s army had control
of Paris, as well as Denmark and Norway. Germany
had signed pacts with Italy and the USSR. The
Soviets controlled the rest of Eastern Europe and
had taken over Finland, while Italy was attacking
Greece and expanding into North Africa.
By April of 1941, fascist domination of Europe
was virtually complete. The Allies had no foothold
in Europe. While the Allies battled to stop the
advance of the Axis powers in North Africa, the war
largely took the form of battles at sea and in the air.
The only time the allies set foot on European soil
was during the disastrous raid on Dieppe, when
scarcely anyone made it beyond the beach.
For the next attempt at an invasion of Europe the

In the early months of 1943, the signs that action
might at last be imminent began to mount. New
weapons were issued, amphibious training began,
and vehicles were repainted with new markings. At
the beginning of May, the regiment said good-bye
to southern England, where it had been for more
than three years, and moved to Scotland for a final
six weeks of amphibious training. At last, at the end
of June, the troops boarded the transport Durban
Castle. Their destination was unknown but nobody
was sorry to be on the way.
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The regiment was in fact headed for the beaches
of southern Sicily as part of a massive British/
American landing that was actually larger, in terms
of the number of ground troops involved, than the
D-Day landing the following year. The Canadians
landed near the town of Pachino, which positioned
them on the left flank of the British 8th Army and
next to the US 7th Army whose major landings
were at Gela. Sicily was defended by about 250,000
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Italian troops and two German divisions. The allies
had mounted an elaborate deception that had
succeeded in convincing the German command that
Sardinia was the primary target. The experience
of Dieppe meant there was overwhelming air and
naval gunfire support for the landings. The big
unknown was how well, if at all, the Italian forces
would fight. The allies had no useful intelligence
about the morale of Italian soldiers in Sicily in spite
of efforts to use American Mafia connections to
infiltrate the island. (2)

A dozen kilometres north of Piazza Armerina, at
Valguarnera, the Canadians encountered the first
indication that German resistance was stiffening.
It took two days of all out fighting to win through
and open the way to Leonforte. Then the going got
really tough. Leonforte is an ancient hill town sited
on top of a narrow ridge with only a single winding
road giving access. On the afternoon of 20 July, the
Seaforths were preparing to attack the town when
a short Canadian artillery round wounded their CO
and a number of officers. The Edmonton Regiment
was quickly substituted and in the evening began
As events unfolded, when the Edmonton Regiment
climbing through the deep ravine that defined the
boarded their amphibious DUKWs and climbed
southern edge of the town. A and D companies
down the nets into their landing craft on 10 July
managed to get into the town without arousing the
1943, they were able to land and establish positions Germans, but, when headquarters and C company
on shore without opposition. Patrols began moving started to move in with their carriers, the enemy
inland at once and captured several dozen Italian
came to life. The battalion was in the town in a
soldiers after token resistance. Only three ships
number of separate groups and a confused night
of the more than three thousand that made up the
battle developed. Colonel Jefferson was able to
invasion force were sunk on the way by U-boats,
consolidate a position in the town during the night,
but one of them contained almost all the Canadian
but by morning the situation was perilous. The
vehicles. So the regiment moved inland on foot in
always temperamental radios failed to work, and
a north-westerly direction through the towns of
contact with brigade headquarters was lost. The
Ispica and Modica. The numbers of surrendering
Germans outnumbered the Canadians and had a
prisoners swelled to nearly 1500, but on 14 July,
number of tanks available that could easily destroy
as they moved through Ragusa, three men were
the regiment’s positions.
killed and four wounded by snipers, the first battle
casualties of the war. On 16 July, just south of
Piazza Armerina, the regiment encountered their
first Germans and their first serious firefight of
the war. In a situation that would become all too
familiar over the coming months, soldiers of the
15th Panzer Grenadier Division used the narrow,
Leonforte Sicily as seen approaching from the west today.
winding Italian roads to set up an ambush. In this
case as in most others, the roadblock could be
Engineers worked through the night to bridge the
outflanked by labouriously hauling weapons to the ravine so that tanks and anti-tanks guns could
crests of the hills on either side, but only at the cost get across, but, with no word from the battalion,
of time and casualties. The Germans were masters
Brigadier Chris Vokes feared it might be too late.
at this kind of delaying action, and, even when they The road to the town was passable by 0900, and
had no intention of making a stand, they made their Vokes had a rescue column ready to go. Four
opponents pay in blood for their gains.
tanks of the Three Rivers Regiment, a company of
7

Patricias, and some anti-tank guns charged through
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bussed to the beaches for swimming. Sports and
the occasional movie at a nearby American air
base rounded out the recreational activities. The
Italians had by this time overthrown Mussolini’s
government and were negotiating a deal with the
Allies in the vain hope of keeping the Germans from
occupying their country and continuing the war.
Rumours began to circulate in late August that the
Allies would move across the mainland in an effort
to encourage the Italians and forestall the Germans.

the German positions and brought much-needed
firepower to Colonel Jefferson and his men. The
enemy was cleared from the town, and when
the shooting stopped the battalion proved to
have gotten off relatively lightly with twenty-five
casualties.

After securing Leonforte, the Division turned east
to attack down Rte 121. The town of Agira was
taken on 28 July after hard fighting by 2nd Brigade,
culminating in an uphill assault by B Company
of the Edmonton Regiment that saw bayonets
used for the first time in the war. The American
1st Division was now on the left of the regiment,
moving down the parallel Rte 120. The two forces
shared responsibility for clearing out the broken
country between the two roads. After a week of
hard going with mules (the only source of supplies)
and vicious small unit fights against the determined
resistance of the 15th Panzer Grenadier Division,
the Americans captured Troina to the north and
the British took Adrano to the south, opening the
way for the final push to Messina. On 8 August
the Canadians moved out of the fighting and into
reserve. The fighting in Sicily, which lasted less
than a month, had provided a severe test for the
well-trained but unblooded battalion. In spite of
the intense heat, constant choking dust, loss of
vehicles, and malaria and dysentery, the unit had
more than held its own against battle-hardened
German troops. Montgomery visited the 2nd
Brigade on 20 August and told them that he
considered them fully the equals of the 8th Army
units that had fought all the way from Egypt.
The statement might be considered just another
morale-building exercise, but Montgomery said
much the same thing in his private diary.(3)
On 11 August the regiment moved to the town
of Militello for three weeks well-deserved rest.
There was plenty of fresh produce to be had from
the local farmers, and the camp was close enough
to the coast that one company a day could be

1. Operation Husky 2013 web page.

2. The Forty-Niner, 1, 36 (January, 1943), 2.
3 D’Este, Bitter Victory, Appendix L, “Montgomery and
the Canadians”, 619.

Lem Mundorf, Hans Brink and Keith Mundorf at the Agira
Cemetary in Sicily.

SAVE THE DATE

19 October 2013
Association Annual General Meeting and Dinner
See the insert for more details
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THE REGIMENTAL ACTIVITIES
One call you don’t expect to receive whilst you are
GRENADE!
busy aiding with flood relief in a peaceful Alberta

city such as Calgary is, “Sergeant Major, we have an
issue with a hand grenade at C/S 11B’s location.”
At first I thought I heard the message wrong.

The Loyal Edmonton Regiment deployed
as part of the CAF’s Flood Response to
Southern Alberta

“Say again, Sgt Bujtas?”

(Between 21-25 June 2013, LFWA-JTFW activated
their integral Alberta based (Primary Reserve)
Territorial Battalion Group (TBG) to be placed under
command of 1 CMBG that was deployed forward in
southern Alberta. 1 CMBG was tasked to performing
essential and emergency flood mitigation operations
in support of Alberta’s Emergency Management and
local civilian municipal authorities. The TBG’s area
of operation was centered within the Calgary city
limits. It was comprised of two Domestic Response
Companies (DRC), a Recce Sqn, an Engr Sqn, Admin
and Support Coy and a HQ. Total strength topped
out at over 550 reserve personnel. The L Edmn R
was tasked to command DRC 1, and to provide the
HQ and two of its platoons. Of note was that 12
soldiers of C Coy (Yellowknife) deployed to Calgary to
help fill out one of the L Edmn R platoons. The third
platoon was provided by 20th Fd Regt (from their
Edmonton and Red Deer sub-units). The Deployment
(dubbed Operation LENTUS) was a tremendous
success. It provided considerable experience to the
reserve soldier in the area of Domestic Operations.
Moreover, it provided the proof that reserve soldiers
/ units can be activated, form up into a battalion
size entity, deploy, serve on domestic operations as
a formation along side and or under command of
their Regular force brethren and redeploy back into
their other civilian responsibilities on the closure of
the Operation. History was made for the Canadian
Reservist. However; perhaps more important is the
fact that a domestic role for the Reserves has been
realized.)

“Sergeant Major, an elderly gentleman
turned in a hand grenade at Elbow Park.”
“Jordan, the OC and I are on the way!”

The only thing stranger than receiving that call
was listening to Maj Barr pass this up the chain
of command while I was directing our driver, Cpl
Edmonds, on the best route to Elbow Park from
Stanley Park where we had just abruptly ended
our planned inspecting C/S 13’s two Community
Collection Points.

9

Upon arriving at Elbow Park, I made my way to
the tennis court clubhouse to assess the situation.
As I walked past the troops and civilians at the
scene, I noticed everyone was calm and carrying
on normally. Cpl Brettner and his troops had
managed to keep calm and the situation contained.
This was a good thing – we really didn’t need the
added stress of panicked people and the press
documenting our every move. As an aside, there
was already a state of “controlled chaos” in Elbow
Park that particular morning as inhabitants,
volunteers, essential city utilities workers and
safety personnel roamed the neighbourhood like
worker ants as part of the initial stages of their reoccupation of this flood damaged neighbourhood.
I found a Calgary City Police (CPS) constable and
Cpl Brettner, #2 section commander, discussing
the situation inside The Elbow Park Tennis Court
Clubhouse. I asked where the grenade was and
had a quick look to verify its authenticity. It had
been discreetly placed in a back room. It was old
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and looked like an American WW2 pineapple style
hand grenade. There were no gold or white dummy
markings visible and it still had its base plate so,
I believed it had the potential of being “LIVE”.
Because the safety lever and pin looked properly
seated, I wasn’t too worried about it inadvertently
going off. However; it had been sitting God knows
where for the past 70 years and could possibly be
unstable. Old ordnance can be very dangerous
and slight changes in atmosphere, light, vibration,
etc, could make for a bad day. I was satisfied that
the grenade was out of sight, in a discreet location,
and easy access for the CPS Bomb Disposal Tech,
but I was not comfortable with the idea of only

Cpl Martens might be holding a live grenade in his hand

having a chip board wall between it and the general
public, particularly when the Bomb Tech would be
removing it. I asked the CPS constable how long
until the Bomb Tech would arrive. He estimated
that the bomb tech could be more than an hour
away so I asked the constable to clear the building
and keep the public out. The constable thought the
threat to be low because he believed the grenade
might be a dud or training aid. So he didn’t want
to alarm the general public by clearing the area. I
pointed out that this grenade was an area weapon

designed for maximum killing efficiency in close
quarters with a kill radius of 18m and danger
radius of 35m, so we best treat it as the real deal
and clear everyone out away. After a little more
friendly motivation from me, the constable agreed
and we emptied the building. Cpl Brettner locked
the door and I had Sgt Bujtas form a cordon around
the clubhouse to prevent people from wandering in
before the grenade was removed.

At this point, Maj Barr was finished with passing
info higher and took over. Because this was not
an ALEA (aid to law enforcement agency) task, we
soldiers had to be careful how we aided the police
and how we interacted with the public. Maj Barr
instructed the soldiers that if someone asked to
enter the building (or the impromptu / low key
cordon) to simply say there was a situation the CPS
was dealing with at the moment and if they had any
questions they were to direct the person to the CPS
constable. As this had the potential of threatening
“Life, Limb, or Eye”, the Loyal Eddies had to keep
the public away by supporting the CPS constable
in this safety situation. This strategy worked
very well. Most people were really good about it
and one lady even said to Maj Barr, “It’s Gas isn’t
it! I knew I smelled Gas!” And then she stormed
off. Talk about the perfect cam and concealment!
People would now stay away because they thought
there may be a Gas leak and we didn’t even have to
make it up.

The Bomb Tech finally arrived and assessed the
grenade. He confirmed that it was indeed a 1943
Mk2 American hand grenade and that it was indeed
“LIVE”. You should have seen the look of surprise
on the CPS constable’s face! The only person that
was more surprised was Cpl Martens. He was the
soldier that received the hand grenade from the
elderly gentleman who found it in his basement
while cleaning up after the flood. I suppose the old
man thought it was a good chance to get rid of it
now that soldiers of the Loyal Edmonton Regiment
were on the scene! Cpl Martens believed that the
10
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there is a lesson here and that Cpl Brettner and his
section did everything right in this situation. Nobody
panicked. They kept the grenade discreet and out of
sight. They did not talk about it in front of the public
to avoid confusion and kept control of the situation.
The potentially lethal threat was quickly removed
from the general vicinity of the public keeping people
safe and out of harm’s way. They aided the local
police with securing the area and gave advice without
taking charge. Cpl Brettner had the CPS constable
call for the aid of the bomb disposal unit and informed
his own chain of command. Because of the actions
of Cpl Brettner and his section, the grenade was safely
removed without incident. Well done, Wolfy!

grenade was a training aid because our C13 frag
grenade dummies are inert and have blue safety
levers. Today’s “LIVE” or “armed” grenades have
olive coloured safety levers. Ergo in his mind,
because this one had a blue safety lever it must be a
“dummy” grenade too. After the grenade was safely
removed and sent off for destruction I approached Cpl
Martens with the news.
“Good thing you remained cool, calm, and
collected during the time you were handling
that grenade Cpl Martens, because it turns out
it was “LIVE” and good to go!”
Marten’s replied, “Yeah right, Sir! I know
you’re just bull shitting me. It had a blue
handle! It was safe.”

Text by:
M. Denney
WO
CSM A
L Edmn R

To which I replied, “No joke corporal. That
grenade was “LIVE!” He just looked at me and
turned white.

With opening dialogue and review by:
Maj CB Barr, CD
OC A Coy

While this makes a great anecdote for the Mess
or perhaps an unbelievable small party task for a
leadership course, it is important to remember that
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2012 ANNUAL HISTORICAL REPORT

1 JANUARY 2012 TO 31 MARCH 2013
OVERVIEW

The Loyal Edmonton Regiment has had an intensive
training year. The unit had a total strength of 295 all
ranks, including 9 soldiers who were deployed overseas. We have conducted some exciting and rewarding training throughout the year. The new FY commenced with the official integration of C Company,
Yellowknife, effective 1 April 2013.
UNIT TRAINING ACTIVITIES
January to March Training

The Officers and Senior Non Commissioned Officers
attended the Lieutenant Governor’s Levee Day at Government House on 1 January 2012;
Regular unit parading and training resumed in
January. Soldiers of the regiment started practising
gunfighter drills from 4 Jan 12 until mid March, for
relevant unit exercises such as ex Coyote Strike, held
at CFB Wainwright in mid April;

4 January – Mid March GUNFIGHTER training held at
Jefferson Armouries;
14 January Ex MESSENGER SHOOT, and event designed for local media to experience on the SSAT
(simulated small arms trainer) range;

The Regiment continued its scheduled maintenance
cycle throughout the training year, which ensured
that the Unit’s Weapons, vehicles and general stores
were kept serviceable;
April to August Training

13 – 15 April Ex COYOTE STRIKE;
27 – 29 April Ex COYOTE STEALTH;
18 – 24 May Ex BELLIGERENT GRIZZLY;

September to December Training

15 – 16 September Ex COYOTE SHARPSHOOTER;
28 September 2012 – 20 January 2013 Unit run BMQ
course;
13 October Regimental PD training to include call for
fire training provided by 20th Field Artillery SME and
regimental history classes provided by Regimental
Association Rep;
16 – 18 November Ex DEADLY COYOTE;
1 December Ex COYOTE PUP;
January 2013 to March 2013 Training

12 – 13 and 19 – 20 January Local snowmobile crse;
22 – 24 February Ex WOLVERINE STEALTH;
21 – 24 February Ex COYOTE SURPRISE Part 1;
5 March CF Swim Test completed at HMCS Nonsuch
as gateway training for Ex Highland Island;
9 – 11 March Ex HIGHLAND ISLAND;
16 March C9 LMG PWT ;
22 – 24 March Ex COYOTE SURPRISE Part 2 ;
DEPLOYMENTS

Nine members were deployed overseas.
CEREMONIAL AND SOCIAL EVENTS

The unit also participated in the following Ceremonial
or Social Events within the City of Edmonton:

14 January – Ex MESSENGER SHOOT, a fun shoot for
local media on the Simulated Small Arms Trainer
(SSAT) range;
July – NAIT 50th Anniversary weapons display, tasked
by 41 Brigade;
22 September – Combined L EDMN R/PPCLI function at CFL game sponsored by a local businessman,
celebrating 58th Anniversary of official affiliation
between the two Regiments;
2 October - Grand opening of Valour Place;
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dition to providing entertainment, the hoped knockon effect is stimulating further enrolment interest.
Engagements during this past calendar year for which
the band supported were as follows:

3 October - Army Reserve Recognition Day;
18 October - The “Matt 91 Memorial Scholarship for
Outstanding Achievement in Social Studies” was presented at the New Sarepta Community High School by
an officer and two Cpls;
8 November – L EDMN R participated with the 50th
Anniversary of EPS Pipes and Drums at City Hall,
further reinforcing the lengthy relationship between
them and The Loyal Edmonton Regiment;
11 November - Remembrance Day Parade at the Edmonton City Hall Cenotaph;
7 December – Annual Officer’s Mess Dinner; and
15 December – Men’s Christmas Dinner.

27 January – Hockey Challenge Hockey Gala, Edmonton Garrison, Drumline;
2 February – ASU Edmonton Mess Dinner, Edmonton
Garrison, Drumline;
17 February – EUSI 100 Anniversary Dinner, Petroleum Club, Edmonton, Concert Band;
25 February – Army Cadet Annual General Meeting,
Edmonton, Drumline;
24 March – Bricks and Mortar Mess Dinner, Edmonton, Concert Band and Drumline;
31 March – 41 Sigs Regt Mess Dinner, LCol Philip
L. Debney Armoury, Edmonton, Concert Band and
Drumline;
31 May – 1 CMBG WO and Sgt’s Mess Dinner, Edmonton Garrison, Drumline;
1 June – ATB Financial President’s League Gala, Edmonton, Drumline;
3 June – CF Appreciation Day, Edmonton Garrison,
Concert Band;
1 July – Edmonton Garrison Canada Day, Edmonton
Garrison, Concert Band
8 July – Biennial Meeting of ISSBD (International
Society for the Study of Behavioral Development),
Edmonton, Drumline;
17 August – CF Appreciation Day, Edmonton Eskimos
Football Club, Edmonton, Concert Band;
8 September – CWO Bludd Retirement Mess Dinner,
Jefferson Armoury, Edmonton, Concert Band;
15 September – EUSI Norwood Legion Mess Dinner,
Edmonton, Concert Band;
9 September – MFRC Fundraiser, Edmonton Garrison,
Drumline;
12 October – Albert Sheriff’s Regimental Mess Dinner,
Edmonton, Drumline;
13 October – Edmonton National Conference, Edmonton, Drumline;
25 October – NAIT 50th Anniversary Gala Event, Edmonton, Drumline;

Members of the Regiment attended the Lieutenant
Governors New Year’s Day Levee on 1 January 2013.
The unit command team entertained members of the
local media with its annual fun shoot. Members of
the Regiment supported a funeral of one of its Second
World War veterans with a family tour of the L EDMN
R Museum following in February.

In late January 13, a letter of appreciation has arrived
regarding the Regiment’s participation at the 95th
Anniversary of the Battle of Vimy Ridge. Capt Rick
Dumas, the unit Adjutant, had supported Senator
Yonah Martin and PPCLI with the Imjin Memorial Cup
on 10 Feb 13, a commemorative hockey game on the
Rideau Canal between parliamentarians and military
members, as a starter event to The Year of the Korea
Veterans.
BAND

During the past calendar year, the band continued
its regular cycle of training and rehearsing. Band
strength was 16 all ranks. The Loyal Edmonton Regiment Band, Drum line and 49th Bn Pipes performed at
the Norwood Legion, Edmonton at the request of the
Royal Commonwealth Society in support of its Annual Dinner, 9 March 13. The event was augmented
with members of the KOCR Band. The L EDMN R Band
hosted an Open House on 16 Mar 13, with a view to
showcasing the varying aspects of a military band, to
include the Drum line and a concert ensemble. In ad-

Continued on page 24
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VALOUR PLACE – FROM VISION TO REALITY
Written by Capt Rick Dumas, Adjt L EDMN R

Rehabilitation Hospital in Edmonton.

Given the
magnitude of
success, the grand
opening was sure
to attract national
media attention
and mega star
power, including
His Honour,
Col (Ret’d) The
Honourable
Donald Ethell,
Lieutenant
Governor of
Alberta, outgoing
Chief of the
Defence Staff
General Walter
Natynczyk, Deputy
Premier Thomas
Lukaszuk,
Although wet, cold and windy, over 200 guests would attend the Valour Place grand opening ceremony Honourable
within two hours of the picture being taken. Just the day before, sod was laid. The provincial,
Gene Zwozdesky,
national, and regimental flag of The Loyal Edmonton Regiment add colour to an otherwise gloomy day.
Speaker of the
Legislative
After just under three years, Valour Place was
Assembly and Edmonton Mayor Stephen Mandel.
opened on 2 October 2012. Although it may have
The ceremony was conducted under a big-top tent
seemed like a miracle, it wasn’t. It just didn’t
given the cold rain and wind. Before the reception,
happen. Not many institutions could have made
VIPs and guests toured the completely wellthis happen, in the manner it did. It was with the
furnished grounds. Again, many local businesses
vision, determination and leadership of Honorary
stepped up, rivalling any hotel furnishing and décor.
Colonel Dennis Erker, of The Loyal Edmonton
It was barely a year and a half before the grand
Regiment and his wife, Mrs Doreen Erker that it
opening that ground broke end-April 2011. It was
happened. The community of Edmonton pulled
long before special construction started that the
together in fabulous style and tradition. Over $
sustainment plan was sorted, including long term
10,000,000 was raised to make it happen; the first
leases, donations, endowment income and special
of its kind in Canada. Photographed below, just
events.
before the grand opening, is Valour Place, located
at 11109 111 Avenue, not far from the Glenrose
14
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of the RCMP and veterans of all ages and theatres,
along with their families who need accommodation
in Edmonton while receiving medical treatment
and rehabilitation. The 10,000 square foot facility
consists of 12 barrier-free suites with all the
comforts of home to include common kitchen,
dining, and living areas, at no cost to the member
or family. The atmosphere is very comfortable
in and out of doors. The board, committee and

Major Mark Campbell, injured in Afghanistatn cuts the ribbon
to Valopur Place. Maj Campbell has bee a strong supporter of
Valour Place from the begining. Photo Hans Brink

By mid-April 2011, The Loyal Edmonton Regiment
had been in gear with its first kick-ass fundraiser,
an organized fun walk (Walk for Valour Place),
hauling in approximately $ 40,000. Shortly after
the pancake breakfast and address by the Hon.
Heather Klimchuk, Minister of Service Alberta,
the parade commenced, Loyal Eddies leading
the way. The route on foot was from Jefferson
Armoury onto The Prince of Wales Armoury, the
Alberta Legislature and finishing at the future site
of Valour Place. Upon completion, a BBQ lunch and
activities were co-hosted by the Queen Mary Park
Community League. Given there were more than
800 participants, public awareness was achieved in
a huge way. Soon after, community support would
prove to be over whelming. Edmonton’s Reserve
Force Infantry Regiment was committed to raise
$750,000 in order to build the front foyer of Valour
Place, where its cap badge is proudly displayed,
today.
As of 2 October 2012, Valour Place provides “Hope
away from Home” for injured soldiers, members

General Peter Devlin, Commander of the Army, visit Valour
Place along with the Commader of 3rd Canadain Division,
General Juneau

community, military and civilian should all be very
proud of its impressive accomplishment. Those
interested in volunteering can do so by contacting,
House Manager at info@valourplace.ca or by
telephone at 780-455-7707.

“Valour is stability, not of arms and of legs,
but of courage and the soul.”
- MICHEL EYQUEM DE MONTAIGNE 15
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Loyal Edmonton Regiment Advisory Council
by Col (Retd) Don Miller

When most people think of a unit like The Loyal
Edmonton Regiment they think only of the active
unit – the officers and men currently serving with
the unit. However, units like The Loyal Eddies
typically have much more to them. They will
almost certainly have a Regimental Association
which provides a structure for past members of the
unit to remain connected. If they are able to do so,
they will have a Regimental Museum to care for and
display the many artifacts collected by its members
over its history and to maintain the archival
records which document that history. Many units
also have a Regimental Senate, typically made up
of past CO’s, who are there to provide advice and
assistance to the current CO and to safeguard the
unit’s traditions. Finally, the unit will likely have
honourary appointments, such as the Honourary
Colonel and Honourary Lieutenant Colonel, who
are important members of the unit’s community
who provide a link to that community and a
nonmilitary point of view on the activities and
plans of the unit. The Loyal Edmonton Regiment
has all of these things and, together, they make up
our Regimental Family.
Over the years, the ways in which these elements
of our Regimental Family have interacted have
varied. Most often it was as a loose association of
rather independent entities each with their own
objectives and each with varying degrees contact
with the active unit and the ability to provide input
into the activities of the unit. Over time, there have
been discussions about how to better formalize the
structure of the Regimental Family. This became a
more urgent matter in the early 2000’s as the need
to dispose of Camp Harris became more apparent
and necessary. While Camp Harris had always been
kept for the benefit of the members of the unit,
it had also always been held at arm’s length from
the active unit to avoid any claims by DND against

the property. It was important that, during the
sale of the property, that separation be maintained
and that the proceeds of any sale also be kept at
arm’s length as well. It was also recognized that all
proceeds from the sale needed to be set aside for
the benefit of all elements of the Regimental Family
and that a formal structure was needed to oversee
the use of those proceeds.

To provide the more formalized structure needed
within the Regimental Family, especially in view
of the Camp Harris sale, the Loyal Edmonton
Regiment Advisory Council (LERAC) was created.
As the name suggests, it is there to advise the CO
on unit non-operational matters such as regimental
traditions, social functions and community
involvement. It is also responsible for holding and
managing the proceeds from the Camp Harris sale.
Primarily for that reason, LERAC was set up as a
registered Society with the Province of Alberta and
as a registered Charity with the Canada Revenue
Agency (CRA). This was done in order to lock in an
established set of objectives or guidelines which
ensures that these funds are used for the benefit
of all elements of the Regimental Family both now
and into the future.
LERAC consists of representatives from all
elements of our family. The unit is represented by
the CO and the RSM and the senate, association
and museum each have a representative. Both
Honorary Colonels are also members giving
the council a total of seven voting members. To
provide additional input, the senate, association
and museum are each permitted one additional
non-voting representative. This structure ensures
that all the various elements of the Regimental
Family work together for the benefit of the family
as a whole and that they have direct input into
decisions that affect that family.
16
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Camp Harris – A Brief History
rather well attended large event into the 60s. The
property continued to be used by the regiment
during World War II for training on the rifle ranges.

by Col (Retd) Don Miller

In 1954, an additional two acres of land was
added. With the addition of the new property, a
tree planting exercise was held and the south and
east property lines were planted with spruce trees
every 6 feet. Some of these trees survived and grew
to considerable size. However some were burned
in a grass fire in the early 1960s and required
re-planting. In 1961, an additional one acre on
the south end of the property was purchased for
the express purpose of erecting a house and the
required out buildings (garage and storage shed)
for a resident caretaker. In 1964 it was arranged
to have a house that was up for sale in Edmonton
moved onto the property. A foundation was built, a
well drilled, the necessary electrical and plumbing
work to be done including a septic tank and field.

The sign to Camp Harris as seen from Winterburn Road

For many years The Loyal Edmonton Regiment
and other units used the Winterburn Rifle Range,
located west of the city on Winterburn Road
approximately 2½ miles south of Highway 16A,
to conduct small arms weapons training. In 1933
a property consisting of two acres, located on the
east side of Winterburn Road opposite the site of
the rifle range, was purchased by then Honourary
Lieutenant Colonel James Ramsey. Originally, the
site was used to house, in tents, members of the
unit while they were firing on the ranges. It was
also used as a base for other training and exercises.
The title to the property was in the name of The
Regiment with trustees appointed to represent the
titleholder. This arrangement was altered in the
early 1950s when the property was transferred
to the Officers and Men of The Loyal Edmonton
Regiment with the title held in trust by the Public
Trustee.
Early on the property was improved with the
construction of a cookhouse and, of course, an
outdoor toilet facility [12-holer]. Later, two
new buildings were added, an Officers Mess and
Sergeants Mess. As this suggests, the property was
also being used for social purposes primarily by
the Officers and Sergeants. It was also used for the
annual Regimental Association picnic, which was a

With the property now in the hands of a full
time caretaker, the unit was now able to rent
the property out to outside groups for social
events. This produced enough revenue to pay the
maintenance and other upkeep costs, as well as
retire the mortgage. For rendering this service and
taking care of the grounds the caretaker lived rent
free. Management of the property continued to be
in the hands of the Camp Harris Committee, often a
committee of one, which was chaired by a member
of the Regimental Senate.
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The 1990’s saw use of the property slowly dying
away, both by the unit and by outside groups. The
Edmonton Regiment Associates paid the annual
costs. During this time, the Officers Mess building
burned down. The insurance was used to build
a temporary structure with the balance going to
property improvements and maintenance to the
caretakers residence.
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Exercise Coyote Surprise
1 and 2

Article by 2Lt Akos Szabo

Photographs by MCpl James Pantel

On the weekend of 22 February 2013, The Loyal
Edmonton Regiment conducted Exercise Coyote
Surprise which was used as gateway, or in other
words, as lead up training for future unit live
fire exercises. This training weekend was aimed
Lady Patricia, The Countess Mountbatten of Burma and the
at getting soldiers experience in moving and
Colonel-in-Chief of the PPCLI visits Camp Harris on the occacommunicating as a fire team and assault group,
sion of the Patrica’s 75th Anniversary celebrations.
while practising soldiering skills with weapons
equipped for live ammunition firing. The fire team
By the early 2000’s the property had basically
(pairs) and assault group training was conducted
been abandoned. There was no caretaker and the
on two separate days, to ensure ample time was left
buildings were in disrepair and being vandalized.
for the coaching of the firers. The weapon system
The site was being used for illegal dumping and
had become a public danger. On the other hand, the used was the standard issue C7A2 rifle, which is
city was expanding out to Winterburn Road and the used as a standard for the infantry rifleman.
property value had increased considerably. Clearly,
Alpha company soldiers were organized into relays
it was time to sell. In early 2010 a valid offer
of six persons, moving around the range in those
was received from Reid Worldwide Corporation.
pre determined relays. Before commencing with
Following a lengthy legal process the deal was
the live fire training, soldiers practised fire team
closed in August of that year. The proceeds from
and assault group movement first without then
the sale ($1.25 million) were to be paid out over
with blank ammunition and, were supervised by
several years with the last installment due in
vastly experienced NCO’s from within the ranks
September of 2013.
of the unit. WO Loewen and MCpl Iverson, who
These proceeds are to be held by and managed by
is Urban Operations Instructor qualified, oversaw
the Loyal Edmonton Regiment Advisory Council
the practise of pair and assault group practises
(LERAC) which is a registered Society with the
and ensured that the skills were practised with
Province of Alberta and is a registered Charity
precision, with the utmost emphasis on safety.
with the Canada Revenue Agency (CRA). LERAC is
After conducting the aforementioned practise
responsible for ensuring that these funds are used
sessions, by relay, the soldiers were moved to group
for the benefit of all elements of the Regimental
Family both now and into the future. To date, funds and zero their weapons on a 25 meter austere
have been used to purchase new uniforms for the
range. This sequence of events all occurred before
band, to provide a grant to the Kit Shop to aid in
commencing live fire training. The relays, which
purchasing stock, to assist with the cost of sending
were also organized into fire teams, then started
unit personnel on a course in BC, and to support
their live fire pairs movement and assault on
development of the unit slow pitch team and the
enemy entrenched positions.
Yellowknife Pipe and Drums.
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with each fire team about how their practise went
and, what could have been improved upon. Each
review was conducted in a logical manner, from the

The range was set up with three remote control
operated targets, allowing for flexibility in which
way to direct the movement of the fire teams while
on the advance to enemy contact.
The distance which the teams had to
advance in order to engage targets
ranged from 100 to 200 meters
from the start point. Due to time
limitations, and the large number
of soldiers who needed to complete
the exercise, often only the first
automated target was triggered to
be engaged and its trench cleared,
while the subsequent targets which
were in depth, were to used have
the firers practise their reactions to
unexpected enemy engagements.

The navigation of the terrain
which firers had to manoeuvre on
was made somewhat challenging
Pictured is Cpl Harrigan advancing up to the enemy trench while being covered
by the presence of a low wire
by his fire team partner, during the live fire pairs portion of Exercise Coyote
entanglement, and the deep mid
Surprise, on 23 February 2013
winter snow which covered the
whole range. Even with limited
experience in using snow shoes and the challenge
beginning of each pairs practise to the end, in order
provided by the environment, the company of
to avoid confusion; in the sequence in which events
soldiers managed extremely well in traversing the
took place. After each fire team conducted their live
ground and maintaining their speed of movement
fire practise, the participants of the exercise retired
while advancing up to the enemy trenches.
to barracks at CFB Wainwright, and prepared for
the next days events.
Each fire team had a unique set of challenges to
overcome, as each soldier had a different level
The following day, on the 24th of February, the
of experience from the other. Some just recently
ranges followed the same pattern and set up as
completed their infantry soldier qualifications,
that on the previous day, but with fire teams being
while others have served overseas.
merged into assault groups, and these groups
conducting four person attacks on the automated
Overall, emphasis was placed on coaching of
targets.
soldiers. More experienced members of the
company were called upon to teach their less
There was no need to re adjust the aim on the C7A2
experienced counterparts, drawing from their
rifles, as only dry and blank ammunition practises
well of knowledge. In addition to advice received
were conducted before commencing with the live
from soldiers within the practise, a detailed “after
fire training. Having a moving part, so to say, of the
action” review was conducted by the RSO and ARSO exercise removed resulted in the refinement of the
19
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smooth and streamlined conduct of it. The relays
at this point continued the range exercises, and live
fire assault group attacks were launched.

Much of the challenges of the second day remained
the same as the first; being a new range there was
undisturbed snow which was needed to be crossed
at a swift pace. The complexity of the group live fire
range naturally doubled as there were twice more
firers advancing simultaneously towards their
designated targets.
Throughout a training year, there aren’t many
opportunities for members of the unit to partake
in such training, and as such the weekend’s
events were one of the focuses for professional
development of The Loyal Edmonton Regiment’s
soldiers. With the guidance of the range safety
staff, and the more experienced soldiers of alpha
company, each assault group conducted their live
fire practise superbly. Each group demonstrated
excellent communication, fire and movement and
direction while engaging the enemy.

The assault group live fire range was meant to be
more of a challenge to soldiers on a tactical level,
as it involved two entrenched enemy positions;
one more in depth of the other. This emphasized
communication as the fire teams within the assault
groups had to coordinate amongst each other
which target was priority and had to be engaged
first.
The progression of pair live fire to assault group
live fire training was used to gear the soldiers
thinking toward full section and eventual platoon
level live fire attacks, such as ambushes. These
are the building blocks of what make the infantry
soldier, and any opportunity to practise them at a
level which allows for individual coaching is worth
its weight in gold.
This type of gateway training allows for the
practise of individual soldiering skills, and it has a
great value when it comes to having the individual

firers learn about their own habits, as well as that
of their fire team partners. It is incredibly valuable
for soldiers to be able to trust each other whenever
training and opportunities such as Ex Coyote
Surprise are the most valuable time to build this
trust. It trains the skills invaluable to the infantry,
but also builds the confidence within the section,
platoon, company and overall within the unit.

On the weekend of Friday, 22 March 12, The Loyal
Edmonton Regiment conducted exercise Coyote
Surprise Part 2. This exercise was aimed at building
upon the foundations established in Ex Coyote
Surprise Part 1; focused on refreshing fire team
and assault group fire and movement to members
of the unit. Part 2 was aimed at combining the
newly acquired and reinvigorated skills to be
completely utilised, with patrolling to an objective
and conducting a live fire ambush on the enemy as
a major part of the operation; in this case, the same
as before, the enemy was a set of unsuspecting
Lockheed-Martin remotely operated targets.
As with exercise Coyote Surprise Part 1, Part 2
was also conducted at CFB Wainwright. Members
of 1 Platoon, A Company of The Loyal Edmonton
Regiment were to conduct an ambush by day and
a second by night, both patrols led by Lt Colin
Papuschak as the Platoon Commander, and Sgt
Jordan Bujtas as his second in command. The
situation 1 Platoon was placed in, was that of a
mock scenario where a Platoon operating in the
field is given a mission to carry out, and then
must retire to the safety of their patrol base after
completing their mission. Building this scenario
allowed for the intent of the training exercise to be
more clearly understood by the soldiers, adding to
the overall training effect of the exercise.

The Loyal Edmonton Regiment is a light infantry
regiment, and as it is normal for light infantry, all
travel and movement is done by foot. This was
made somewhat difficult by the deep snow, the use
of snow shoes and freezing temperatures. The use
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Once again, to emphasize the importance of
such training, the overarching exercise scenario
changed and dictated that before returning to the
established platoon hide, another, on this occasion
night-time ambush be launched. The platoon
quickly re organized and set off to conduct the
night-time ambush after the
distribution of orders.

of snowshoes was especially difficult due to the
presence of fresh snow on the ground. Some of the
more experienced members of the regiment were
called upon to assist with their expertise, and lend
a hand to those inexperienced with snowshoeing.

Due to safety considerations
in a controlled environment,
pre-determined arcs of fire
and directions of advanced
were set by the safety staff
for the range; as such safety
considerations needed to be
adhered to strictly due to the
nature of the exercise. The
only other event that could
surpass such an exercise
with its value in imparting
experience is a real ambush.
Such training is invaluable
to the infantry soldier, as in
the field of battle is their role
Above, Cpl Schulli communicates with his fire team partner as they move under cover
to carry out such tasks. The
friendly fire in order to assault an enemy trench during the assault group live fire portion
rigorous safety standards
of the exercise
which needed to be adhered
to did in fact detract from
the
realism
of
both
ambushes,
but all of the moving
In patrol formation, the platoon set off to the
parts carried out their tasks admirably.
location of the ambush. Conditions were ideal for
movement during the day, with clear skies and
To conclude the exercise, and keep within the
near perfect temperatures. Once arriving near
confines of the scenario, instead of taking a troop
the objective, all the moving pieces fell into place
transport truck back to the patrol hide, the Platoon
and the lead up training conducted before the
was ordered to march back in order to further
ambush exercise started playing its role, as it was
simulate what a Platoon in the field would have to
demonstrated by the skilled fire and movement of
do when given such a task. Jobs and tasks such as
the soldiers assaulting through the objective.
this may get assigned to any unit while working in
the field, but it is still up to the infantry to do what
There was no layover time between the conduct of
they do best.
the two ambushes. Once the first daytime ambush
was completed, a new patrol base was occupied.
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EXERCISE COYOTE PLAY
This year marked the 105th anniversary of founding
of The Loyal Edmonton Regiment. In order to
celebrate this occasion, as it is with regimental
tradition, a skills competition name Ex Coyote Play
were held at the Brigadier James Curry Jefferson
Armoury on 13 April 13. Participation in the days
activities were seen from all three companies of the
LER; Alpha, Bravo and Charlie.

At the end of the day, all team scores were compiled
and a winner was announced. This year the award
was in fact very special; it was presented by Maj
Schubert, OC Charlie company, the award being a
wood handled bush knife, with the names of the
soldiers comprising the winning team engraved
onto a placard. The winning team was team
two, comprised of members of 3 platoon, Alpha
company, and an attached member from The
Hastings and Prince Edward Regiment.

The various challenges were divided into two
halves, with a cycling of teams in a relay fashion
in the morning and with members cheering each
other on during the afternoons events whenever
one team competed in a timed event. In the
morning, each team had 20 minutes to complete
their stand, stations were as follows: grenade toss
onto marked targets from different distances and
stances, a C9 LMG relay race, magazine loading,
small arms competition in the SSAT (simulated
small arms trainer) range, M72 SRAAW and C6 MG
handling test and a KIM’s (keep in mind) game in
the LER classroom. In the afternoon, teams took
turns in competing in events without rotating
stations simultaneously. In the afternoon, firstly
there was a pugil stick fighting competition,
MILCOT pull and push, a resupply race, AFV
(armoured fighting vehicle) recognition, and a
regimental history knowledge test.

(During the resupply race, at any given time only one member
of a team could move supplies to the drop point while the
rest of their team had to hold one of two stress positions until
it was another soldiers turn to move supplies. Cpl Morry is
maximizing his load carrying ability by using his belt to carry
jerry cans full of water, in order to cut down on the time to
move supplies and to relieve his team members from the held
stress position.

Article and photos By 2Lt Akos Szabo

Members of each company were divided into four
man teams, with the teams receiving a scoring
penalty for each additional team member above
the four; the penalties varied from stand to stand,
depending on difficulty and complexity. Of notable
standing was a team from the Yellowknife company
(Charlie) who were a standalone team competing
not only for the prize at the end, but also for their
unofficial place amongst the soldiers of the main
LER contingent.

The exercise was a success, as it honoured the
birthday of The Loyal Edmonton Regiment with
many of its newest members participating in the
event, and also in building the cohesion and team
spirit that is vital to what the light infantry does.
In honour of one its former and long standing
members, CWO M. Bludd (retired) received
a service certificate for his long service and
dedication to the regiment over the years. It was a
true meeting of generations during the exercise.
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(Now retired) CWO Michael Bludd, was presented with a long
service certificate by Maj Schubert, OC Charlie company, at
the end of the ceremony. As a dedicated member and soldier
of the regiment, and as someone who has served the unit
for many years, it was fitting that CWO Bludd received this
award during the regimental birthday.

(Members comprising the team representing Bravo company
begin their MILCOT push and pull, as one of the events held in
the afternoon of 13 April 2013 as part of Ex Coyote Play)

(From left to right, Pte’s Collins, Lozinski, Rodziewicz and Sajorne comprised the winning team of Ex Coyote Play, and here they
can be seen at the dismissal parade receiving their trophy.)
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Historical Report - Continued from page 13

27 October – Poppy Day Kick Off Event, Calgary, Augment KOCR Band
3 November – Military Museums Gala, Edmonton,
Augment KOCR Band;
5 November – TMM Mess Dinner, Edmonton, Augment KOCR Band;
9 November – Veterans Appreciation Night, Edmonton, Drumline;
11 November – Edmonton City Remembrance Day,
Edmonton City Hall, Concert Band;
29 November – Kipnes Centre for Veterans, Edmonton, Concert Band and Drumline;
6 December – Canada Day Parade, Yellowknife, Parade Band;
7 December – Griesbach Officers’ Mess Dinner, Brig.
James Curry Jefferson Armoury, Edmonton, Concert
Band;
15 December – The Loyal Edmonton Regiment Soldiers’ Christmas Dinner, Brig. James Curry Jefferson
Armoury, Edmonton, Concert Band.
Affiliated Cadet Corps

January to March 2012 - The Loyal Edmonton Regiment is currently affiliated with seven Army Cadet
Corps in Northern Alberta, Yukon, and the North West
Territories. In addition to these corps, the Regiment
offers assistance to the Sherwood Park Navy League
Cadet Corps. The Navy League is a pre-cadet (age 9 to
13) youth organization based on the Sea Cadet model.
All affiliated corps, except the corps in Whitehorse,
were contacted by our Cadet Liaison Officer (CLO)
in order to update all contact numbers and email.
Information on each corps was requested but due to
Christmas break the responses were not as complete
as hoped. All officers of the affiliated corps were
invited to participate in the Regimental Men’s Christmas Dinner (15 Dec 11) and the LGov’s Levee (1 Jan
12) and Officers from 2645 Cadet Corps in Vermillion
attended. A list of items available from the Regimental Kit Shop was sent to all affiliated corps. Assistance
was provided to 1809 Edmonton CC, 2748 Fort Smith
CC, and #95 Sherwood Park NLCC.

In April 12, the unit had two field training exercises
from 13 to 15 April, and another from 27 to 29 April.
The intent was to utilize members of the cadet corps
as embedded civilians, radio operators and navigators to expand upon the scope of the exercises,
providing excellent training value to both parties. CIC
officers of all the invited cadet corps were invited
to go through weapons safety training at Jefferson
Armoury on 28 March 12 as well as all affiliated cadet
corps were invited to submit names for participating
teams in the Regimental Sports Day, held on 1 April
12.
April to August 2012 - The following on-going activities are organized for all affiliated cadet corps:
Affiliated Corps Regimental Shooting Competition;
Affiliated Corps Regimental Top Shot Award;

Affiliated Corps Regimental Achievement Awards;
and
Affiliated Corps Regimental Top Corps Award.

In June 2012, The Loyal Edmonton Regiment Advisory Council put aside $2400 in order to supply all affiliated cadet corps with new regimental cap badges.
In exchange the Corps have been requested to submit
several pictures of this year’s training and a list of
their training highlights. These are to be used for an
article in the Regiments annual magazine, “The 49er”.
Only #2961 Behchoko CC has responded. As of 1 July
12, all affiliated Cadet Corps have stood down for the
summer.
For the rest of the training year, and extending into
early 2013, The Loyal Edmonton Regiment provided
regular support to affiliated cadet units.
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The Loyal Edmonton Regiment Association
Minutes of the Annual General Meeting of The 49th
Battalion, The Loyal Edmonton Regiment Association held on October 13,2012 at Jefferson Armoury

Strang Foundation, he will take the request to LERAC
for consideration. Carried. Hans presented a request,/
seconded by Wayne Staines, for $10,000.00 to support
the PPCLI Centenial Memorial Park to be built for their
anniversary. Concern was raised about our part of the
memorial to equal our financial input. What do we get
to display at the memorial? Carried.

Attendance sheet was circulated.

The meeting was started by Brendan Yuill, our president, at 1407 hrs.

Moved by Hans/seconded by Ron Dmetruk that we look
at ways to increase interest in the Battalion becoming
members of The 49th Association. Carried.

The acceptance of the minutes of last year’s meeting, as
read, was moved by Lem Mundorf and seconded by Cliff
Milley. Carried.

Museum Report was given by Tom Reaume. Our new
exhibit is “ The Last 100 Days of World War One” More
volunteers are needed. Members would like to have The
City to remove its “Gun Sculpture” ASAP.

There was no business arising from last year’s minutes.
Reports

Financial report was given by Lem, due to Terry’s absence. Copies were available. Lem moved the acceptance of the report/ seconded by Tom Reaume. Carried.

LERAC Report was given by Brendan. The next LERAC
meeting will be on the first Wednesday in November.
Brendan is there to represent The Association.
Kit Shop Report was given by Ron Dmetruk. He mentioned that all is going great. There is a need to get rid
of old stock to make room for the new stock.

COs Report was given by Brendan on behalf of the CO.
We now run our own training courses. We have an effective strength parading and C coy in Yellowknife is
doing well.

Membership Report was given by Lem Mundorf.
There are 138 up to date members of our association.
Names are moved to inactive after 2 years of not paying
dues.

49er Report was given by Hans Brink. Brendan
thanked Hans for all of the issues that he was responsible for. Hans handed in his letter of resignation. He will
be assisting in finding the new editor and will assist the
new editor. He reminded us that all written documents
should be word documents. Pictures should be sent on
a separate file at highest resolution. 49er would like to
have membership form’s Wandering Boy sections so can
be included in the magazine. He told us about a battle
field anniversary tour of Sicily and Italy coming up in
the spring. April 27 – May 12/13 includes both tours.

New Business

Fred Rolland mentioned that we have to get the word
out to let people know that our association exists. We
need more publicity through the Legion magazine and
contacting those as they leave the regiment. We could
also form a membership committee to help.

Moved by Hans / seconded by Maurice White that we
support the Walter Strang Foundation for $500.00 per
year for the next 10 years. The Strang Foundation assists schools in Holland to educate kids re our involvement in liberating Holland. Carried.
Brendan moved to amend the motion/seconded by
Lem that if the association is not able to support the
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Election of Officers: Brendan asked for nominations
from the floor. Having none, Brendan moved / seconded by Kai Tam that we elect our existing slate of officers
for the next year. Carried.
Brendan thanked all who came to the AGM.
Ron Dmetruk moved to adjourn at 1515 hrs/seconded
by Kai Tam . Carried. Respectfully Submitted
Lem Mundorf , Secretary
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Regimental Association Bursary

The Association is awarded funds from the Alberta
Government through the lottery funds. Part of
these funds are returned to the soldiers of the Regiment and the Association in the form of bursaries
for secondary academic upgrading. This is free
money to the members of the Regiment. In the past
almost everyone who has ever applied has recieved
a cheque for $500.00. Read on to learn how you
can apply.
Background

A bursary to assist serving soldiers, members of the
Regimental family, and the public with post-secondary tuition and education costs is available from the
Association. The bursaries are funded twice yearly
in an amount of $500 each. Individuals who meet
the eligibility requirements outlined below and are
chosen by the selection committee will receive bursaries. Each bursary is named after a veteran of the
regiment and the names rotate on a periodic basis.
Persons donating money for bursaries may name
their bursary within those constraints. At present
the bursaries are named for:
Major-General William Griesbach - the regiment’s first commanding officer, and Edmonton’s
most distinguished soldier
Lieutenant Colonel Leonard Harris - the regiment’s medical officer throughout the First World
War, who later commanded the militia unit between the First and Second World Wars
Regimental Sergeant Major Henry Hobbs - the
regiment’s second Regimental Sergeant Major, who
subsequently as an officer won the Military Cross
Sergeant David Barbour - a First World War
member of the regiment awarded the Distinguished
Conduct Medal and the Military Medal, and was
wounded three times
Private Cecil Kerr, VC - a First World War winner

of the Victoria Cross with the regiment
Private John Kinross, VC - a First World War winner of the Victoria Cross with the regiment
Brigadier James Curry Jefferson - the regiment’s
commanding officer at the Battle of Ortona
Colonel James Riley Stone - who rose from Private
to Lieutenant Colonel commanding the regiment in
the Second World War, and won the Military Cross
at the Battle of Ortona
Colonel Gordon Armstrong - a Second World War
officer who remained with the militia in the regiment after the war
Regimental Sergeant Major Ran Bowen - a Regimental Sergeant Major who won the Military Cross
at the Battle of Ortona
Private William Shaw - a Second World War veteran who was active after the war in the regimental
association
Private Roland Castagner - a Second World War
veteran who was an active supporter of the regimental museum after the war
Private Melville McPhee - a Second World War
veteran who was an active supporter of the regimental museum after the war
Lieutenant Colonel Bernard Stanton - the regiment’s first commanding officer whose military
service was entirely after the Second World War
Master Corporal Raymond Arndt - a regimental
member killed on duty in Afghanistan in 2006
Captain John Dougan, MC – a Second World War
officer who remains an active support of the Regiment
Lieutenant Alan Johnson – a Second World War
officer and Scout Platoon Commander at Ortona
Sergeant Les Wharton – an active soldier who
died unexpectedly in 2005
Lieutenant Colonel Ed Boyd - a Second World War
officer who remained with the militia in the regiment after the war
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Eligibility

Application Questionnaire
Financial Need
Academic record and program

Must be enrolled in full time attendance at a postsecondary educational institution in Alberta.
Can be a current member of the Association, or an
immediate family member of an Association member (immediate family is limited to: spouse, sibling,
children).

For other applicants, selection will be made
based on:
Application Questionnaire
Financial Need
Academic record and program
Letter of Reference

Can be a serving member of The Loyal Edmonton
Regiment, in which case the applicant must have
above average attendance on unit parade days and
exercises and have the recommendation of the
company commander.

All Applicants must apply for the Bursary by submitting:
Application Questionnaire
A copy of tuition fee receipt for current academic
year
Letters of reference (if applicable)
Proof of post secondary admission
A copy of academic record, of the most recently
completed year of study.

Can be a serving member of a cadet corps affiliated
with The Loyal Edmonton Regiment, in which case
the applicant must have above average attendance
on unit parade days and exercises and have the recommendation of the cadet unit commanding officer.
No less than 1 bursary shall be available annually
to any member of the public notwithstanding that
they are not a member of the Association, or an immediate family member of an Association member,
or a serving member of The Loyal Edmonton Regiment.

Submission

Applications must be submitted no later than October 30 and February 28 – dates may be extended by
the committee as required.

Selection & Application Procedure

The application may be sent by mail to:
49th Battalion,
The Loyal Edmonton Regiment Association
Educational Bursary
P.O. Box 501, Stn Main
Edmonton, Alberta T5J 2K1

The Association Executive will appoint three members of the Association to form the Selection Committee. They should represent the three major
groups within the Association, namely:
World War II veterans
Post World War II members of the unit
Current unit serving members
For Regimental applicants, selection will be
made based on
Attendance
Reliability and Loyalty
Conduct and Deportment
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The application can be dropped off in person to the
Regimental Museum
The Loyal Edmonton Regiment Military Museum
Prince of Wales Armouries Heritage Centre
118, 10440 – 108 Avenue
Edmonton, Alberta
T5H 3Z9
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE — NDI 75

Or Fax to 780-421-9943 or email lermus1@telus.
net
Bursary Questionnaire:

Please answer the following questions, in either a
typed or handwritten format, and include it with
the following information. Be brief and to the point,
there is no need to add ‘bulk’ to your answers.
Please date and sign the completed questionnaire
when competed.
Questions
 Your Full Name and Mailing Address











Application Date

Rank (if applicable)

Name of Post-secondary Institution you are
attending

What programme / faculty to do you attend
What year of study are you in

Do / have you spent any time in another
post-secondary programme

As a former member of the Regiment you may have
been asked how do I prove that I have served in the
Canadian Forces. The NDI 75 is a card that shows
your record of service. It is not an identification card
as such but does show how many years you have
served in the CF.
The Record of Service Card - NDI 75 is issued to
members leaving or who have left the Canadian
Forces, with 10 or more years of service.

How many years do you expect to spend in
post-secondary education

If you meet the eligibility criteria, use the application
form, links provided below, It is imperative the
information required is legible. Complete with the
member’s: Two colour passport–type photographs
measuring 2” x 2”.

How do you see this role changing in the
future

Mail to:

What roles can The Loyal Edmonton
Regiment play in the war on Terrorism

How is your education making you a better
member of the Regimental Family

Win points with the selection comittee by volunteering for Casinos and at the Museum.

Processing time after this office receives the
application, is approximately 3–6 months to mail the
card to applicant.
Record of Service Card
NDI 75 Director Military Careers Administration 4
National Defence Headquarters
MGen George R. Pearkes Building
101 Colonel By Dr Ottawa ON K1A 0K2

The link to download the application form is is on
page 34.
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Lieutenant Colonel Peter Anderson
By Ian Edwards

Major Peter Anderson was born in Denmark and
came to Edmonton on August 19, 1891, twentythree years before the start of the Great War. He was
a bricklaying contractor and was later the managing
partner of a brick making plant near the south end of
Edmonton’s Low Level Bridge. Anderson had joined
the 101st Regiment (Edmonton Fusiliers) in 1909
as a captain and an original officer of the new unit,
By the start of the war he was the junior major in
the Regiment. Anderson went overseas with the 9th
Battalion as their junior major.

The personnel of the 9th Canadian Infantry
Battalion were absorbed into a new 9th Reserve
Battalion in England in January, 1915. The new
unit meant a change in name only.1 Most of the
original Edmontonians were soon transferred as
reinforcements to battalions of the 1st Canadian
Infantry Brigade. The early 1915 break-up of the 9th
Battalion was a bitter blow to the Edmontonians.
That they had been the only infantry battalion to
be formed from a single Non-Permanent regiment,
the 101st, counted for nothing. Maj. Peter Anderson
expressed his disappointment, “It was an awful blow
after having worked with these men all winter; after
what I had promised fathers, mothers, sisters and
brothers, that I would took after Tommie, Jimmy,
Bill and Jack, to see them parceled off like slaves in a
slave market. I was beside myself.”2

Maj. Peter Anderson agitated very hard,
unsuccessfully, to be allowed to return to his 3rd
Battalion after his escape. Anderson’s only return
to the Western Front was to conduct troop drafts
sent to reinforce field units. It was British Army
policy to bar former P.O.W.’s from returning to
the front lines. Anderson was mostly employed
in regimental depots and reserve battalions
conducting a sniping and scouting school. While in
England about 1917, Anderson wrote Scout-Sniping
Training Manual. It was published in London by
Gale and Polden and in New York by Harvey Pub
Co. According to Anderson his textbook was used
by the U.S. Marines training for the Western Front
battles.17
Anderson was sent to Northern Russia, arriving
at Murmansk in September, 1918 where he was
promoted to lieutenant colonel. In Russia, he spent
four months during the spring and summer of
1919 in charge of the advance force fighting the
Bolsheviks. Anderson returned to Edmonton in
December, 1919.

Anderson was highly decorated. In addition to
being Brought to the Attention of the Secretary
of State for War for valuable services rendered
in the course of the war, Anderson received a
Distinguished Service Order and bar. His first
D.S.O., awarded for gallantry while serving with the
Malamute Company in Russia, read:

Knowing that the enemy were preparing
Anderson was transferred to the 16th (Canadian
another attack from Ourosozero, he rapidly
Scottish) Canadian Infantry Battalion on March 10,
replaced a bridge without their knowledge,
1915 and nine days later to Toronto’s 3rd Canadian
and attacked them early on 11th April, 1919,
Infantry Battalion. On March 28 he became a brigade
scout instructor. During the 2nd Battle of Ypres on
with an armoured train, killing and capturing
April 24 he was captured by the Germans and made
a number, together with two field guns
3
prisoner of war in Germany. In late September he
and one machine gun. He showed marked
escaped, and being fluent in German managed to
gallantry and initiative throughout.
reach Copenhagen, Denmark. He was back in London,
His bar to the D.S.O. was awarded in 1920, but
England on October 22, 1915.4
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dated May 5, 1919, in recognition of gallant conduct
and determination displayed in escaping or
attempting to escape from captivity back in 1915.
Anderson also had two Mention in Dispatches in
Northern Russia, the Russian Order of St. Anne, 2nd
Class with Swords, and a French Croix de Guerre.
The illustration of Peter Anderson, PAA A2186,
courtesy Provincial Archives of Alberta, shows
him affecting facial hair and wearing a Canada
general service cap badge and undetermined collar
insignia. Pre war and post war photos show him
clean shaven.

The metal cap badge of the unit was only worn by
officers on the permanent staff of the 9th Reserve
Battalion and only after mid 1917 or later, if
worn at all. The metal version does not include
the “th” or “Battn.” Most, if not all 9th C.E.F. cap
badges in collections are spurious. The hub for the
manufacture of the badge was obtained by the Loyal
Edmonton Regiment Military Museum from a West
Coast collector about 15 years ago.
During his absence overseas, Anderson’s brick
making business was poorly run and was closed
shortly after the war at considerable loss to
Anderson. Anderson commanded the 2nd Battalion,
The Edmonton Regiment, the unit perpetuating the
9th C.E.F., from 1920 to 1923. That unit became
the 1st Battalion, The Edmonton Fusiliers in 1924.
Anderson passed away in 1945.
Peter Anderson recalled his captivity and escape in
his book titled, I, That’s Me: Escape from a German
Prison Camp and other Adventures, printed in
Edmonton by Bradburn Printers in 1924.
Endnotes:

Other material based on research I have for my
soon to be published book, Quarrel with the Foe:
Edmonton Soldiers 1914-1918. A similar article has
been submitted to the Journal of the Canadians
Society of Military Medals and Insignia.
1. Disbanded by Privy Council Order 2545 of September
15, 1917, published in CRO. 2750, September 27, 1917.

Badge reproduced on unit Christmas card, 1914-1915.
(Author’s Collection)

The 9th Canadian Infantry Battalion did not have
its own cap badge. Many members wore 101st
Regiment badges, as far as supplies lasted.

2. Peter Anderson, “I, That’s Me: Escape from a German
Prison Camp and other Adventures” Edmonton,
Bradburn, 1924, 35.

3. Ibid, 83. Reported as prisoner May 5, 1915. Library and
Archives Canada (LAC) RG 150 Acc 1992-93/166 Box
163-66.
4. Ibid, 159. Date given by Anderson. But LAC RG 150 Acc
1992-93/166 Box 163-66 shows October 5.

End
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2012: C Company’s Year in Pictures

courses. MCpl Thuroo was awarded the Queen’s
Diamond Jubilee Medal for the vital role he has
performed, instructing every recruit this Company
has ever trained in Yellowknife.

Maj Conrad Schubert OC Charlie Company - Yellowknife

2012 was a great year for the members of C
Company (Yellowknife). This was the first year
in which the Company has assumed normal unit
responsibility for individual training and overcame
some of the obstacles posed by the absence of CF
training areas in the North.

Our C7A2s and some C9A2s and pistols arrived in
the summer. We now have two olive green trucks
and as of November we also have tactical radios
and a sat phone to replace the mix of Motorolas and
cell phones. We also gained frag jackets and cadpat
CBRN suits and are hoping to see night vision
goggles soon. We’re not sure how useful the NVGs
will be since in winter the batteries will probably
freeze and in the summer the sun never really sets,
but there’s only one way to find out and we’re just
the soldiers to do it! Sgt Rosie Way continues to be
a star performer in QM finding items we need no
matter where in the supply system they are hidden.
We are straining the limit of our space in Diamond
Plaza and there are moves afoot to secure better
infrastructure for us.
Company members traveled widely in the
North with Cpl Joe Medernach traveling to both
Whitehorse, YT to support cadets and Ulukhaktok,
NT to go on Ranger patrol. 2Lt Gerald Fillatre went
on Ranger patrol to Whale Cove, NU. Capt Dave
Collins and Cpl Chris Whitecross represented the
CF in Carmacks, YT at Remembrance Day. Later
Cpl Whitecross and Pte Arwyn Palongayak-Landry
went to Fort Providence and drove the first military
vehicle to ever cross the Deh Cho Bridge over the
Mackenzie River as part of the opening ceremonies.

New Company members completed Winter Warfare Basic
training in the first weekend of December and confirmed
their ability to move and operate in cold weather. The
temperature hovered between -32 and -27 but an absence
of wind and lots of movement kept everyone warm. Pte
Jakob Kass, Pte Jacob Wiebe, Pte Jeremie Godin and Cpl Chris
Whitecross stopped to adjust kit after climbing.

The Company grew by another ten with
enrolments, transfers and attach-postings bringing
total strength to nearly 50. We continue to attract
excellent recruits to join the growing group of
fit, intelligent Privates and Corporals. Another
BMQ course kicked off with 2Lt Gerald Fillatre
as course commander backstopped by WO Jerry
Vanhantsaeme. MCpl Roger Thuroo is the primary
instructor again as he has been for the past three
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This year we were also fortunate to have two
excellent Regular Force members posted to us.
Capt Dave Collins came highly recommended from
3 PPCLI and is living up to his billing! WO Donny
Talbot came from 1 CRPG HQ, bringing excellent
service knowledge gained overseas and here in
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The Company maintained three BV 206’s that belong to the
Arctic Operations Advisor (formerly the Advanced Winter
Warfare) course. In return the Company used them five times
a year to support training or comrel.

At the conclusion of Ex ARCTIC RAM LGen Devlin and BGen
Woiden came to visit and included a coffee stop and town hall
with company members who were cleaning and sorting kit
after returning from the field. Here WO Jerry Vanhantsaeme
shows LGen Devlin the skis the Company is using.

In October the Company welcomed six new members who
are now training to complete BMQ. Col Pat Kelly, the Director
of Army Reserves, came to speak to the Company, the new
recruits and their families. From left to right: Pte Russ Lovell,
Col Kelly, Pte Patrick Wrigglesworth, Pte Shayna Burton, Pte
Connor Kimmins, Pte Connor McLeod, Pte Mackenzie King.
In Behchoko Pte
Justina Black and
Pte Michael Ewen
took part in Remembrance Day activities
at Elizabeth Mackenzie Elementary
School. Pte Black is
the Company representative on the
Defence Aboriginal
Advisory Group

RSM Deegan were on hand to exchange tunics and
catch up with their Yellowknife kin. Maj Eric Gilson
also came up to do some battleschool business and
stayed for dinner! Next year we hope to see more
of the southern Eddies, either there or here. This
the North. He’s a gunner and we couldn’t ask for a
Company will continue to look to A Company for
better Ops WO.
training above the platoon level and for support to
The year ended with the Soldiers’ Christmas Dinner the conduct of some local exercises. The support of
on 16 December and the LCol Chodan and
the regimental family has been a key aspect of our
success here.
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At Remembrance Day company members took part in
ceremonies in Carmacks, YT; Behchoko, NWT and Fort Smith,
NWT as well as Yellowknife. The new DEU fur hats were
appreciated for their warmth as well as their appearance.

In March Company members trained the ice of Great Slave
Lake, skiing to the bivouac site for a field firing range. MCpl
Nathan White, MWO Blair Neatby and MCpl Dave Chamberlin
supervise the firing line as members complete shotgun PWT
2.

In September WO
Jerry Vanhantsaeme
was promoted to that
rank and formally
turned the role of
CSM over to MWO
Blair Neatby.

In April the BMQ course and all available Company members
went to Edmonton to fire C7 PWT 1 and 2 and go through the
gas hut. As usual it was a moving experience and there was
not a dry eye in the hut!

Much of the area around Yellowknife is water covered so
once the water was all soft again the Company ran small boat
training using Zodiacs borrowed from JTFN and Ranger HQ.
Members completed a water-borne orienteering course to
confirm their boat handling and navigation. Pte Kent Nilson
confirms a bearing while Pte Jeremie Godin keeps a steady
hand on the tiller.
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We wish all members of the Regiment, past and
serving, all the very best for 2013.
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The Company conducted two urban operations FTXs using
an excellent sea-can structure used by firefighters and RCMP
ERT at the Yellowknife airport. Capt Dave Collins watches
the progress of a stack, led by Cpl Jeremy Roberts, clearing a
door and room during the second FTX, in September.

This year we were able to join A Company for patrolling in the
spring and for a platoon support weapons shoot in November.
(Picture by MCpl Myroniuk)

Just as the water started to soften but before the ice was gone members ran into the lake to raise money for the Special
Olympics. The Company team was the largest team to take part but most parts were smaller coming out of the icy water!

Click on the QR Code to download a
copy of Application Form to apply for
an NDI 75
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Canadian Forces Small Arms Concentration
by Cpl. Brandon Kelly (LER)

In the summer of 2010, I took part in the Canadian
Forces Small Arms Concentration (CFSAC) as a part
of the LFWA reserve force team. Selection to make
the team was based on tryouts in Wainwright with
members from all over Western Canada. We went
out for two weeks while shooting everyday in a
competition to decide the team. From the Browning
Hi-power to the C7 and C9, we learned new skills
and practiced them to become better marksmen,
even including firing the C7 from 500 meters. I was
grateful to have been given the chance to go learn
new skills and improve myself that it almost came
as a shock to me when I ended up making the team
and being asked to go to Ottawa to take part in
the competition. Arriving in Ottawa, me and many
others showed up early to take part in the National
Service Conditions Challenge (NSCC) as almost a
“warm up” for CFSAC. Here we were matched up
against civilians and law enforcement from across
Canada in a three gun challenge (handgun, rifle,
and precision rifle). While the furthest we went
out with the handgun was about 30 meters, this
proved to be a bigger challenge than most of us
thought, but with the helped of seasoned shooters
who were more than happy to help us, we honed
our skills and improved with every day. Moving into
the actual competition we were there for, we were
joined by members from all over Canada as well
as Britain and the Netherlands. All the Canadians
there were fighting to get the Queens Medal for
Top Shot, which was awarded to the overall highest
aggregate of pistol and rifle. Starting with pistol,
we moved through tactical courses laid out for
us. Whether it was dragging a 100 pound dummy
along with us, crawling over an obstacle course, or
deploying a satchel to the end there was always a
goal in mind with each course. Being timed added
a rushing factor to it while trying to hit all your
targets and having to recognize friendly no shoot

Corporal Brandon Kelly checking out the Britsh Army’s
sniper rifle the Accuracy International 7.62 at the Canadian
Forces Small Arms Competetion (CFSAC). Photo Brandon
Kelly
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targets or get a penalty. Feeling comfortable with
my scores at the end of the day, I started focusing
on cleaning my pistol and rifle in preparation for
the next day. It was only the day after I went to
check the scoreboard and realized I had finished
in 4th place in the entire competition for service
pistol. I was amazed that I ended up that high.
Moving to rifle, again thinking tactically, it was the
most difficult time I’ve ever had with a rifle. One
event, we had to take 5 shots from 500 meters.
The event was in a 20 minute window and the
targets would randomly pop up 5 times in the time
period. Forcing quick actions with slow deliberate
actions kept you on your toes through the entire
event. In the end, LFWA ended up taking home 4
team trophies and 4 individual trophies but, more
importantly, we all became better marksmen within
those two months and shared our knowledge
throughout our home units. To summarize the
experience is best with a quote off one of the
trophies we won, “The ‘shooting’ matches teach us
to shoot straight and fair in peace, and with deadly
accuracy in war.”
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Eddies and Patricia Kinship More
Than Army Policy

Capt Rick Dumas, Adjutant LER

In October 1954, The Loyal Edmonton Regiment (L
EDMN R) officially became affiliated with Princess
Patricia’s Canadian Light Infantry (PPCLI). The
Canadian Army’s policy to affiliate Militia regiments
with Regular Force regiments was motivated by a
need to perpetuate kinship and successes mutually
earned on the battlefield. As units demobilize
after wartime, memories and gratitude tend to
fade. Canadian regiments often maintain similar
relationships with other armies’ regiments within
the Commonwealth, for the very same reason.
Given the close affiliation, L EDMN R is proudly
recognized as the Fourth Battalion PPCLI, in
cultural, ceremonial circles. An opportunity for an
informal reunion presented itself at a B.C. Lions –
Edmonton Eskimos football game, 22 September
2012.
This October marks the 58th Anniversary of the
Eddies and Patricia’s official appointments, as
Affiliated Regiments. FEARS NO FOE. VP.

Eddies cavort with Nanook the mascot, a possible recruit
for C Company, Loyal Edmonton Regiment, Yellowknife, YT.
Pictured from left to right are Cpl Isley, Cpl Johnston, Sgt
Yuill, Cpl Johnsen, Nanook, Cpl Schulli, Cpl Shudra and Cpl
Robinson. The photo was taken while the Edmonton Eskimos
had the lead, explaining the many smiles. Final score was B.C.
Lions -19, Edmonton Eskimos -18; bummer! (Photo by Capt
Dumas)

Photographed from left to right is Major Lerch, PPCLI
Regimental Major, Shawn Nielson, President and Owner
of CT Logic and Captain Dumas, Adjutant Loyal Edmonton
Regiment. Mr Nielson had thoughtfully and generously
provided the perfect forum for a reunion. His father is a
Patricia, having served in a machine gun platoon during the
1960s. (Photo by Sgt Thombs)
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Exercise Coyote Pup

Bravo company is the training and recruit pool
of the regiment, and as such the new troops
have not yet had a chance to handle a C6
Light Machine Gun, or carry
the 86 mm Medium Range
Anti-Armour Weapon. The
atmosphere was set to be an
educational one for soldiers as
well as their family and friends.

Article by 2Lt Akos Szabo Photos by Pte Riel and Pte Benke

Members of Bravo company are laying out their personal kit, and are also in the
process of explaining the role and purpose of each item to the attendees of Exercise
Coyote Pup. The first table displayed warm weather kit such as cadpat tunic and
trousers, cadpat temperate gloves, and the thermal undershirt, below was a small
pack was displayed along with a bivy bag and sleeping bag and an inflatable air
mattress. The second table was designated for winter kit; the items on this table
included the neck gaitor, balaclava, mukluks, IECS parka, IECS bib, and winter
camouflage.

On 27 Apr 2013, an open house was hosted by
The Loyal Edmonton Regiment with soldiers
of Bravo company present along with their
friends and family. The aim of this open house
was to show the soldiers’ family and friends
the equipment, personal kit and weapons used
in the infantry. This open house was also an
opportunity for the Bravo company soldiers
to acquaint themselves with some more
specialized pieces of equipment.
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This event provided the
opportunity for civilians to
engage with more experienced
soldiers supervising the event,
and also hold and familiarize
themselves with some of the
weapons systems in order to
gain a better understanding of
what their children, friends
and relatives do on a weekly
basis. Overall the event can
be regarded as a success in
demonstrating and showing
the tools of the infantry, both
to new recruits and those
thinking about enlisting.

The first table of the weapons display showcased the C7, C7
with the M203, Browning Hi-Power, cleaning kit, M72, and the
C13 hand grenade. On the second table was the C6 GPMG and
the C9 LMG.
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Canadian Ranger Patrol to Ulukhaktok

By Cpl Joe Medernach – C Company

This August I had the privilege of participating in
a type one ranger patrol in Ulukhaktok, Northwest
Territories. Ulukhaktok is a community of
approximately four-hundred and fifty residents
located on Victoria Island. Traditionally the area
was known for its plentiful supply of copper used
for making Ulu’s, a traditional half sphere shaped
knife. Today the community is well known for
its world renowned artists, skilled at traditional
carving, printmaking, song and dance and various
Rangers
prepare
to leave
Ulukhaktok
by boat. Cpl
Medernach
traveled by
boat to the
patrol RV at
Minto Inlet.

other forms of arts and crafts.
The aim of this patrol was a refresher in Ranger
summer operations for all participating members,
as well to train new recruits. Two patrols were
sent out by boat and ATV. After both patrols met
along the coast of the Minto Inlet they would focus
the next five days training on marksmanship,
GPS, construction of improvised airstrips and
traditional skills. Their knowledge of traditional
skills is refined from generations of sufficiency on
the land. These skills are essential while operating
in the unforgiving environment of the Canadian
Arctic. While we had rations available during the
patrol the group was self-sufficient providing by
harvesting Musk Ox, seal and Arctic Char.

There is much to learn before being able to operate

Rangers mounted on ATVs gather before setting off overland
to the patrol RV
Maintaining traditional
skills including hunting
is an essential part of
the Ranger program.
While on Minto Inlet
the patrol gathered
fish, seal and a muskox.
Cpl Medernach spent
part of his childhood in
Ulukhaktok but some
skills like skinning
need to be practised.

at the same level as the
Rangers. Within less
than two weeks I felt a
lot more comfortable in
the environment but far
from independent. Being
able to identify edible
vegetation, hunt muskox
and seal, set fishing nets,
how to dry fish, these are
only a few of the skills I
learned from the Rangers.
These skills are the
backbone of operating and

Ranger survival tip: marinate your muskox in your drink bag
using your IMP teriyaki sauce!
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Herbert Plowman’s 90th Birthday

surviving in this dangerous environment and I felt
were the most beneficial to learn.

Dear Don Miller

Being taught by Rangers who make Bear Grylls look
like an amateur: priceless.

Thank you so much for your efforts in co-ordinating
the surprise visit of Lieutenant Chris Chodan and
Maurice White on Sunday July 21, 2013. Dad was
so thrilled to have the visit to help celebrate his 90
th birthday at Shepherds Care Kensington Village.
It was a very enjoyable afternoon for Dad. We had
a videographer tape the event and we are looking
forward to seeing this treasured memento.
(L) Lt Col Chris
Chodan, Maurice
White and Herbert
Plowman. Herbert and Maurice
served together in
WW2

A key Ranger skill is marksmanship and weapons safety.
Rangers keep their .303 rifles in their homes and receive a
yearly allocation of 200 rounds to practice and hunt. Here the
patrol gets ready for annual qualification.

No party would be
complete without gifts. The CO
presents Herbert
Plowman with
some Regimental
Memorabilia.

Attached please see a couple of photos of the
day. Feel free to use whichever ones you may
like. In the photos is Maurice White, Herbert
Plowman (our Dad ) and Lieutenant Chris Chodan.
Photographer Barb Nugent (myself) , daughter of
Bert.
Thank you again and I know Dad looks forward to
receiving a copy of The FortyNiner magazine and
other events that he could participate in.

The weather during the patrol varied but was generally
overcast. The subdued light shows off the rolling terrain of
the Minto Inlet area.
All photos provided by Joe Medernach

Wishing you another pleasant day,
39
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Faces of the Regiment
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Activities at the Museum

By Catain (Retd) Terry Allison, Museum Director

This year has been another year of growth. Along
with the normal routine of tours, answering
research requests and presenting a public face for
the regiment the museum has become a centre
for providing internship / practicum training.
We have provided this training for 3 students to
date: Alisha Lyrette - University of Alberta School
of Library and Information Studies; Michaelle
Haughian - Athabasca University Heritage
Resource Management Program ; and Brandy
Mowatt - University of Alberta School of Library
and Information Studies and we are scheduled to
train another student. This training is co-ordinated
through the museums responsible board member
and is supported by our paid trained staff.
The museum is operated by a board who oversee
the day to day operation through daily duty
officers. The board consists of: Lee Ahlstrom
(President); Terry Allison (Vice-President /
Treasurer(Exec Director)); Chuck Marshall
(Secretary (Director Grants and Policy)); Tom
Reaume (Director of Volunteers); John Matthews
(Archival Director); David Haas (Display Director);
Don Miller (Electronic Media Director); Brian
Hodgson (Director); Ian Taylor (Director) and the
newest addition Mike Prendergast (Director). The
duty officers are: John Matthews (Monday); Terry
Allison (Tuesday); Tom Reaume (Wednesday);
Hans Brink (Thursday); Don Miller (Friday). We
have 2 paid staff: Kathleen Haggarty – Collection
Manager and Alisha Lyrette - Archivist. The
regular volunteers are: Ted Howard (Regimental
Researcher); Ian Edwards; Ken Dilley; Eva McPhee;
Elsie and Maurice White; Steve Forth; Lance Kelly;
Craig Nash; Ralph Playdon; Garnet Rooney; and
Lem Mundorf.
This summer we say good bye to Dan Rose. Dan

has been a part of our paid staff for over 5 years.
Dan was hired when he was a high school student
interested in military history and has been a part of
our organization (part-time during the school year
and full-time during summer) while he completed
his history degree. Now that he has completed this
stage of his education he is moving on to full time
employment. We wish him all the best for his future
and thank him for his contributions to the museum.
The museum has been awarded the status of a
“Recognized Museum” by The Alberta Museums
Association. This status recognises that we use
and follow all of the processes and procedures
required to operate a museum in a professional
and competent manner. This achievement was the
culmination of excellent work by Chuck supported
by Kathleen, Terry and Don.
John Mathews is in the process of getting the
museum’s Archival Collection accredited as an
“Accredited Archive” and is supported in this by
Alisha.

What we see for the future of the museum this year
is very exciting – we will be partnering with the
Telephone Historical Society in taking about 900
YMCA out of school care summer campers (ages
5-14) through the museum. Additionally 200 young
people will be going through our museum at the
end of August. We are also running our week long
“Soldier Through Time” camp in July in conjunction
with the City of Edmonton – Parks and Recreation.

Our bi-annual fundraising casino was held this
July and we were very surprised when one of
the gamblers, after asking and being told what
the museum is about, immediately made a cash
donation of $30,000.00. This was a great boost for
the museum both financially and morally; to have
the work of so many dedicated people confirmed
by the general public is always appreciated.
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Keep in mind that the museum is open 10001600 Monday to Friday (except stats); we can be
contacted at lermus1@telus.net and our web page is
www.lermuseum.org.

and exhibits, for purposes of study, education
and enjoyment, material evidence of people
and their environment.”.

As such, they have developed a Standard Practices
Handbook for Museums which is a detailed set of
operating rules, regulations and procedures that
must be followed in order to be designated as a
Recognized Museum. The application process to
become a Recognized Museum involves the submission of a very detailed examination of the museum’s operation to the AMA Review Panel. This
information includes:

Museum Earns Higher Status

By Colonel (Retd) Charles Marshall CD

Effective June 18th, 2013 The Loyal Edmonton
Regiment Military Museum (LERMM) has been
designated as a “Recognized Museum” by The
Alberta Museums Association.

Detail on the Museum’s Foundational Documents including a clear Mission Statement

What’s the difference between a Museum and a
Recognized Museum? The wording difference may
seem slight but they are worlds apart.

Even though the LERMM was established and has
operated since 1985, in many ways it has been like
virtually hundreds of other privately owned and
operated organizations that display a specific type
of article or perhaps represent the history of a town
or region. Small or large, many, and in fact most, of
these operations ‘march to their own tune’ keeping
records, displaying items, maintaining opening
hours, etc., all as they feel necessary and see fit.
While these organizations may call themselves a
museum, be properly registered with government
agencies, and hold ‘membership’ in such
organizations as the Alberta Museums Association
or the Canadian Museums Association, they do not
meet and follow the criteria set down to qualify for
funding or recognition as a proper museum.
The Alberta Museums Association (AMA) is the
governing body authorized by the Government of
Alberta to regulate museums within the province.
Their definition of a museum is:

“A museum is a non-profit making, permanent
institution in the service of society and of its
development, and open to the public which
acquires, conserves, researches, communicates

Proof of the ability to be a Permanent Institution through an Operational Plan, budget,
Board of Directors, staff, etc.

Proof it is in the Service of Society through visitor surveys, program evaluations, etc.

The AMA Recognized Museum sign proudly diplayed outside
the LER Museum
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Is Open to the Public through regular open
hours, signage, website, etc.

Acquires articles in accordance with a Collections Management Policy and proper accession
numbering system
Conserves articles through the proper practices, condition reports and emergency procedures

Once granted, the designation is good for five years.
Following this, the entire process must be gone
through again to ensure the museum is keeping up all
the required standards.
Being a Recognized Museum carries considerable
benefits:
Being able to display the AMA Recognized Museum sign in the museum as well as on our website
and any other advertising material.
Full Access to the AMA’s programs and services,

a profile on the AMA’s tourism-oriented Recognized
Museum website and Access to additional AMA
grants.

2013 SAGE AWARDS
Seniors Association of Greater
Edmonton

a special luncheon and 4 MAY 2013 at the Sutton
Hotel. Nearly 16 members of the Museum and the
Regiment were there to honour Maurice as well.
The Honouries purchased a table for the members
of the Museum and Regiment to attend

The SAGE Awards are honouring the outstanding
achievements and contributions of seniors in
our community. The Sage Awards, presented by
Servus Credit Union, is an event to recognize and
celebrate exceptional seniors in Greater Edmonton.
Be inspired by seniors who work tirelessly to make
our community, province, nation and world a better
place to live, work and play.
The Award categories are Arts & Culture,
Community Building, Education, Environment,
Health & Wellness, Public & Non-Profit, Science &
Technology, Social Justice & Peace, Sport & Leisure,
and Transportation.
The following excerpt was published on the SAGE
website describing why Maurice has won.
MAURICE WHITE - PUBLIC & NON-PROFIT:

“Albert Schweitzer advised, “Example is not the
main thing in influencing others, it is the only thing.”
One of our treasured exemplar citizens is Maurice
White. Tirelessly, he has volunteered with the Royal
Alberta Museum and logged well over 1,000 hours
We at the museum
at the Loyal Edmonton Regiment Military Museum,
were thrilled that
primarily leading tours and recounting honest
one of our volunteers
stories of WWII. With countless students he has
won the SAGE Awards
shared his biographical video, “Battle of Ortona”,
for Public and Nonand answered the youth’s resulting questions with
Profit organizations.
frankness, patience and sensitivity. It is that honest
The museum sent
emotion that places a face to the history for a new
up his nomination in
generation. But he has gone further. Nine times,
January and it was
he has led teens to Italy. Prior to departure, each
announced in mid
student chooses one fallen soldier to research. In
April that he had won.
bleak graveyards, so far from their homes, each
He was honoured at
stands by their soldier’s resting place and reads the
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Museum Volunteer Appreciation Dinner

eulogy for the man they have come to know. It is a
moment of deep poignancy and something Mr. White
wishes everyone could experience. Thanks to his
work, we have those memories beautifully preserved
for generations now and to come.”

Many hours are given to the operation and programs presented by the museum. Once a year the museum shows its appreciation for their efforts by hosting a dinner. Going around
the table from left to right are, Lois Miller Ian Edwards, Leona
Edwards, Terry Allison, Kathleen Haggarty, Tom Reaume,
Clara Reaume, Elsie White, Maurice White, Lee Ahlstrom,
Lori Ahlstrom, Cathleen Mathews John Matthews, and finally
Don Miller, Somewhere was Lance Kelly and Ken Dilley. Hans
Brink was away in Wainwright.

Hans Brink and Maurice White are holding up a card of cangratulations to Maurice. The card was signed by all the staff
and volunteers at the museum.

Visit the LER Museum Web site for lots more
interesting stories and photos.

Also nominted was a former CO L Col (Retd) Lee
Ahlstrom. He is a member of the Association,
Board of Directors for the Museum and volunteers
with every Casino for the Regiment.
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Broken Images From The Past
By Craig Nash

Many of the artifacts at the The Loyal Edmonton
Regiment Museum houses are not necessarily
military in nature. Some non military items are
significant to a time period of substantial conflict.
One such item was a broken mirror chard left over
from ‘The Great War’. The broken piece is about the
size of large palm of the hand and has the written
tag ‘St. Amand restaurant bombing’ attached, thus
making the presumption a 49th Battalion member
had picked up this piece in the final year of the
Great War. With such limited information on the
chard it has proven to be difficult in pin pointing
where it came from. The ‘St. Amand’ name (as a
town) is scattered all throughout France some in
such proximity to be a day’s walk between two St.
Amand(s). The only way to differentiate between
towns was the hyphenated endings, for example:
St Amand-Montrod, St. Amand-les-Eaux, Lieu-St.Amand, etc.

The broken mirror and a map of St Amand France.

I decided to broaden my search and see where
the Canadian Expeditionary Force was located
throughout 1918. I started on newspaper entries of
the time, with small mentions of St. Amand within
the articles dated October 1918. (need reference).

On October 12 (War Diary) the 1st Army was
heading through northern France towards
Valenciennes lead by Lord Henry Horne, Lieu
St Amand was the town in between Iwuy and
Valenciennes. At that time Lieu-St.-Amand held a
German Aerodrome with a tramway attached to a
supply depot to the northwest. This was apart of
the ‘Battle of Selle’.

At that time the 49th Battalion had been
withdrawn from active operations since the 8th
October 1918 (p137). This had lead to a dead end,
it was plausible the regiment could have collected
the piece of mirror in passing, but there was no
evidence to support this theory.

As I continued through the book I found a more
plausible place for fragments original location.
Foret de Raimes was 25 square mile area north
west of Valenciennes. In 1916 German forces did
clear cut of almost two thirds of the forest to aid the
war effort.
The regiment had to make its way to Wandignes
on the western edge of the forest, which by happen
stance is close proximity to Saint Amand les Eaux
(around 12 km). The regiment made its way to
Wandignes on the 20th of October, then later on
ordered to north of the forest to St. Amand to check
on potential flanking maneuver from the partially
cleared forest from north near Valenciennes on the
morning of October 22nd.
Saint Amand-les-Eaux on October 22nd is the
most plausible place and time the fragment was
obtained. This is where my research took an
abrupt end, after making attempts to contact the
Saint Amand-les-Eaux city and other historical
societies I came up short of the goal of finding the
restaurant from where the chard came from.
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This ‘souvenir’ taken from St Amand-les-Eaux back
in 1918 is perhaps a symbol to the collector is such
the battle was almost over and the war was coming
to a close. The broken mirror being a positive
reminder of hope for soldiers for the end of the war
and to place their feet back on Canadian soil and to
their family anxiously waiting their return.

The campers are taken through a historic journey through 100 + years of military history in the
Edmonton area. They start as recruits of the 49ers
and graduate as members of the Loyal Eddies. As
they make their trek through time they are introduced to a number of military activities including
a visit to CFB Edmonton in which they get to visit
a unit, see a variety of modern military equipment
and they get to shoot on the Small Arms Trainer
Range.

The week ended with a graduation Parade in which
the parents and family could see some of the dispays put together by the campers.
It was a great honour to have the Honourable
Laurie Hawn MP, PC CD. as our Graduation Parade
Reviewing Officer.
Museum volunteer and researcher Craig Nash discussing the
location origin of St Amand 1918 museum mystery mirror with Ted Howard, Regimental researcher, and Brandy
Mowatt, U of A Library of Information Studies practicum
student, May 2013.

Soldier Through Time Summer Camp

For a forth year the Loyal Edmonton Regiment
Military museum in cooperation with the City of
Edmonton hosted a summer day camp called a Soldier Through Time. This year we had 16 campers
aged 9 through 12 participate. Four of them were
returnees from last year. One was here for the third
time.
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The Honourable Laurie Hawn inspects the campers on their
graduation parade. Photos by Hans Brink
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Veteran Froland ‘Vriend van Hoevelaken’
(‘Friend of Hoevelaken)

By Theo Zuurman

HOEVELAKEN –
During the fifth
Walter Strang
Memorial on
Friday, April
19, 2013 in
conferencecentre De Haen
in Hoevelaken,
the Canadian
war veteran
Ken Froland
(90) received
the distinction
of ‘Vriend van
Hoevelaken’. In the
Ken Froland, 18 years of age,
during his training in Canada after
presence of some
receiving his first stripe as lance
110 children in
corporal. Photo Ken Froland
the final year
of primary
school in Hoevelaken, veterans, and other
visitors, the last Mayor of Hoevelaken,
Marianne Hendriksen-Ansing, presented Ken
Froland with the accompanying certificate.

nominate you, Mr Kenneth Froland, as “Vriend van
Hoevelaken””, Hendriksen told the veteran, who
was an army friend of Walter Strang and served
with him. Ken Froland received the honour for his
efforts and sacrifices in the liberation of Europe,
the Netherlands, and Hoevelaken during World War
II, and also for his important contribution to the
effort to discover the man behind the name Walter
Strang, the Scottish-Canadian soldier who made the
ultimate sacrifice in the liberation of Hoevelaken on
April 19, 1945.
In his own speech, Ken Froland recounted
memories of the heavy battles he fought in Italy,
together with Strang, against the Nazis. When Ken
was wounded in his foot near Rimini, and was
removed from the battlefield on a stretcher, Walter
held his hand. “He wished me the best and said:
‘take care of yourself’. My future was uncertain and
tears rolled down my dirty face.” After his recovery

“Hoevelaken municipality, as it existed
on 19 April 1945, no longer exists as an
independent entity. However, it has remained
a close-knit circle of friends sharing many
social and cultural activities.
Hoevelaken, this circle of friends of nearly
10,000 people, today is represented by
the Walter Strang Foundation, the Orange
Association Hoevelaken, the historical
association Historisch Hoeflake, and the
Lions Club Hoevelaken, and is honoured to

WW2 veteran Ken Froland (90) receives the ‘Vriend van Hoevelaken’
certificate from the last Mayor of Hoevelaken PHOTO: ALWIN BIJVOET
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Ken rejoined the Loyal
Edmonton Regiment.

These days Froland is
grateful for a comfortable
life in freedom. “I am blessed
with good health and a long
life, thanks to people such
as Walter Strang who gave
their lives to defeat a satanic
enemy. I am proud to have
been part of the greatest
period in our history, and I
am a proud veteran. After
68 years, as a member of the
liberation army, I return with
great pleasure to the annual
Memorial dedicated to my
friend Walter in hospitable
Hoevelaken.”

After the Walter Strang Memorial in De Haen 140 red roses were laid at the war
monument in Park Weldam. To the right, Alderman Bert de Graaf. PHOTO: ALWIN
BIJVOET

Ken concluded his speech by
emphasizing the importance
of passing on the history of the war to the youth

Ken Froland (90) emphasized the importance of passing on
the history of the war to the youth. Charlotte de Groot (10)
enjoys having her picture taken with Ken. PHOTO: WALTER
STRANG FOUNDATION

of today: “Walter’s death did not change the
world, but there is a greater meaning, there is still
injustice in the world, but there is a child, who will
live, because men left the security they enjoyed in
Canada to come here. If Walter’s life buys the safety
of one child like that and he or she will one day
change the world, it will be a tribute and an honour
to have served as liberators.”
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Other speakers during the Walter Strang Memorial
included Coos van Rijswijk, chairwoman of
the Orange Association, Jan Baas of Historisch
Hoeflake, Theo Zuurman, chairman of the Walter
Strang Foundation, and Nel Dumon, a former
resistance fighter from Hoevelaken. Jan Siemeling
of The Seaforth Highlanders of Holland played the
bagpipes and provided musical support during
the walk to the Walter Strang Monument in Park
Weldam, where Alderman Bert de Graaf gave a
speech, one minute silence was observed, and 140
red roses were laid at the monument.
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Universal Carrier

Photos and story by Lieutenant Colonel Mike Prendergast

On 14 May 2013 the L Edmn R Universal Carrier
more popularly known as the Bren Gun Carrier was
retrieved from the Lord Strathcona horse (Royal
Canadians) Historical Vehicle Troop (HVT) lines.
Unfortunately, the carrier was in worse shape than
when it was originally delivered to the HVT and
should serve as a prime example of what happens
when you try to do something on the cheap.

The carrier as it was found on CFB Edmonton

For this story some background information is in
order. Back in 2004 after the Regiment had been in
Jefferson Armoury for a few years it was thought
that the L Edmn R and the SALH should have two
types of vehicles mounted in front of the Armoury
that were representative of the two Regiments. The
SALH opted for a Cougar armoured vehicle while
the Eddies opted for the ubiquitous Bren Gun Carrier. The Bren gun Carrier had served the Commonwealth forces well during WWII throughout the
world but more specifically for the L Edmn R during the Italian and Northwest European campaigns.
The HCol at the time, Sandy Mactaggart, the CO,

LCol Paul Bury, and the RSM, CWO Mike Bludd discussed the purchase of a carrier for the monument
pad in front of Jefferson Armoury. Stan Reynolds of
the Reynolds Museum in Wetaskiwin had a number
of carriers available for sale as runners or static
monuments. Because the cost between a runner
and non-runner was not much more it was thought
a runner could be purchased to use on parades.
After some negotiations a runner was purchased
and transported to the HVT. The Sergeant in charge
of the HVT stated that the vehicle could be repaired
and repainted and delivered within a year or so.

Then the war in Afghanistan heated up and the
members of the HVT were required to man Leopard tanks. According to MCpl Sullivan who was a
Trooper when the carrier arrived in 2004 personnel were moved in and out of the HVT on a fairly
regular basis. While this was going on the carrier
had been stripped of parts but the parts were not
cataloged properly and basically mixed in with
other parts from other vehicles. After a number of
years the carrier parts were scattered around in
various sea cans and boxes while a number of other
parts had ‘disappeared’; no doubt traded off or sold
off by some unscrupulous individual for other parts
for other vehicles or cash.
I got involved in this project because at a Regimental Senate meeting the topic came up and the
members present had wondered what had become
of the carrier. I volunteered to look into the matter
and during the winter of 2012-13 I visited the HVT
lines. What I saw was quite disappointing. There
had been a lack of progress on the carrier and I was
quite dismayed that the vehicle had been stripped
and picked clean of instruments, parts, etc. ther
than the vehicle being sandblasted and painted
nothing constructive had really been done to make
the vehicle a runner. A poor sight indeed a good
lesson in not taking people at their word; get it in
writing and even then always physically check the
progress vice a telephone call!
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I then spoke with WO Bergt of the SALH and enlisted his assistance in retrieving the carrier and
his opinion on the state of the vehicle. He put me
in touch with Dave Good who is a member of the
Military Vehicle Preservation Association and an
expert in restoring Bren Gun Carriers. We met at
the HVT lines in March and looked over the vehicle
which was buried in snow. After some discussion
with MCpl Sullivan, who was quite apologetic about
the state of the vehicle and lack of progress, it was
agreed that the vehicle and whatever parts we
could find would be transported out once the snow
had cleared.

Moving the carrier to be loaded.

This now brings the story to 14 May when Dave
Good, Robert Gauthier, Dave Dickie and his son
Stephen and I showed up to retrieve the carrier.
Dave Good promptly started searching through
boxes and sea cans looking for carrier parts. A few
were found and the HVT personnel present were
quite impressed with his eagle eye that could identify a carrier part at ‘twenty paces.’ A forklift was
brought out and the carrier picked up and loaded
onto Dave Dickie’s flatbed for transport to Dave
Good’s yard in Onoway.

Loading the carrier onto the flatbed.

As of the writing of this article Dave has made some
progress on the vehicle and we are hoping to have
it ready for display in front of Jefferson Armory by
September 2013.

A pile of spare parts and the engine block for the carrier.

From left to right, L Col Mike Prendergast, Dave Good, MCpl
Sullivan Forklift Operator, Robert Gauthier, Dave Dickie and
Steve Dickie
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My Carrier in the Army

By Ted Howard CD ( WO Retd)

In the early spring of 1971, I found myself
in Wainwright a proud member of the Loyal
Edmonton Regiment. I was a week away from the
end my High School career, which was fast coming
to an end. Just not fast enough.

On a break I was approached and asked if I would
consider going to Germany on exercise for a couple
months. Thinking they meant July and August I
immediately said, Yes.

I was a bit devastated when they said, “ Ok you
leave Wednesday.” I did not think my parents
would be pleased. Just a little more time and grade
12 would be in the bag. Well, a commitment is a
commitment. No way out but to go. Sunday we
drove back to Edmonton, cleaned our weapons
and I phoned my parents with the news. Stayed
over night at the armouries and in the morning
was given a ride to Canadian Forces Base Namao to
draw some additional kit. My current uniform was
Battle Dress and I was very pleased to be issued
my first uniform of CF Greens, along with combat

clothing, boots etc.

Monday night I took the Greyhound back to
Wetaskiwin where we lived at the time and spent
the evening sorting my uniforms and kit. Tuesday
I walked into the High School in dress greens and
advised the principal that I had been posted to
Germany. A story not totally true as the posting
was temporary and voluntary. My new home
would be Canadian Forces Base Baden-Soellingen
or CFB Baden-Soellingen near Lahr Germany. My
new unit would be the 4th Canadian Mechanized
Bridge Group.

I returned to Edmonton on Tuesday and
Wednesday was given a ride to CFB Namao to
catch a flight to Valcartier, Quebec. The contingent
marshalled and documents were checked. We
were shipped overseas and then given the usual
basic weapons trainings as if no Militia man had
ever seen a weapon. Of course we were all trades
qualified and many were senior NCO’s who had
dropped rank to get the trip. This was the first time
that Militia was allowed to serve overseas since
1967.

Then we were assigned to the unit to augment the
unit which was awaiting orders to deploy on the
spring exercise. My Section consisted of five men,
including me. I understood that there should be
10 in an Mechanized Infantry Section. The M113
APC was the vehicle of choice for the Canadian
Forces. The same vehicle as the Americans used
in Vietnam. In Nam the standard was to fill them
with sand bags and then ride on top of them so that
you were protected from land mines. They had
no heater, and the communication system often
failed and many times a stick was used by the crew
commander who taped the driver on the left or
right shoulder when he wanted to turn left or right.
When I joined the Loyal Edmonton Regiment we
were engaged in the on going use of 3/4 ton trucks
as section carriers. During my first exercise with
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the unit I had spent the weekend hanging onto the
top of the 3/4 ton with a C2 in my right arm and the
frame of the truck with my left arm.

leaving me to perform the duties of the assault
group (of one). Once dismounted the drivers
would try to save the carriers by driving them out
of harms way. Although no one would recognize
the fact. I was in my own mind at least an acting
section commander, and I had full control of myself
so I always did a great job.

fire (simulated) the driver would face the carrier
toward the enemy. He would drop the rear ramp
and allow us to dismount. The section commander
would stand at his post and fire the machine gun.
The section second In command and his C2 Man
would cut to the left to join the support group

The maintenance on these carriers was very time
consuming. They said that two hours maintenance
for every hour of operation was the standard. There
were many pallets full of the rubber pads which are
bolted to the tracks as well as the replacement of
the pins which hold the tracks together. The M113

The 3/4 ton like most of the trucks of my era was
made in bulk in 1952, 1954 and 1956. With the
bulk of the vehicles placed into war reserve. I
had as a cadet seen fields full of them parked in
Shilo Manitoba, brand new and held for need. The
vehicles were low geared and had been sitting for
so many years that they were quite literally rotting
away. I recall driving them
to and from Wainwright for
exercises. Lost ten of them
in one year. They would
get to Wainwright and
then through the exercise
but not back. They had no
heaters in the most part
although a very few had
after manufacture heater
Carriers though were not new to the Infantry. The unit had
system installed in them
them in WW2. The vets tell me they did not ride in them
Photo Pat Grier
but they did not work.
though. They were mostly used to carry stores and ammo.
They however were fun to
ride in and use as a carrier
when real carriers were not available.
Heavy equipment is by its own nature dangerous
The concept of mobile infantry was not new to me
and can not be given enough respect. As the cold
personally or for my family. My grandfather had
in winter training is real and dangerous so are
served in WW1 with the 11Th Canadian Mounted
tonnes steel, or in fact, aluminium. The ramp of an
Rifles. The concept being able to move men to
M113, if dropped on some one, would crush them.
where they were needed and then they dismounted Any night time movement of carriers was always
and fought as Infantry. As opposed to Calvary who
a danger. The driver could not see much from his
by tradition would fight from their horse.
seat. Most often a ground guide was used to move
Percent wise it sounded like we were fairly well up the carrier around. There was always a danger
of hitting the curbs which would cause a lot of
to strength. However when you look at it in terms
damage.
of a crash action where the carrier came under
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could swim but even with divers in the water when
we swam them they would not trust them enough
to let us ride in the back. The vibration of the
carrier had broken the connections to the built in
fuel tanks and they had been replaced by mounting
fuel tanks in the
cargo storage
area in the troop
area.

When the day
came where the
word came that
we were going
into the field. The
carrier was quickly loaded with all manor of stores
and weapons. By the time the ammunition, rations
and stores including a dozen cases of beer were
loaded the floor was covered by at least two layers
of kit. This meant that the bending of your knees
while seated was not possible. There was lot of rain
in Germany and hence the top hatches were kept
closed whenever possible. The back of the vehicle
was cold, and uncomfortable. The air was heavy
with diesel, which also permeated to your clothes.
The trip to the rail head was not long and I was
given the chance to stand and watch the loading of
the vehicles onto flat cars. We then went into some
sort of troop train cars, left over from some war
or time before heat was invented. Troop trains in
Germany have very little priority. When we finally
got under way we would stop often and watch the
engine leave with no explanation or knowledge on
how long it would be till they would come back.
In one occasion we sat for some hours just across
from a German Beer Bar. One of the Canaidian
soldiers, who spoke some German, yelled out to
a man who was passing by. An arrangement was
made for him to go and get a case of beer. Cash up
front and should we leave, so sad, to bad. When he
brought back the case, he was immediately given

another order for four cases of beer. On his next
trip he borrowed a wheel barrel and did a roaring
business for some hours.

We were taken way out into the Black Forest and
spent some weeks in a cat and mouse movement
and wait exercise. Most of our rations was canned
American rations eaten mostly cold. On one
occasion the driver bought a roast and potatoes.
Attached the roasting pan onto the motor and we
went off for a long drive. When we stopped dinner
was ready and it was the best meal I ever ate in the
military. As we could not dump cans and garbage
in the Black Forest we had an ongoing problem
with the volume of garbage in the back of the
carriers.
What I recall mostly from the exercise was the
concept of being in public. The kids would
wave and smile. In Canada we were always in a
distant barren place, no contact with the civilian
population let alone tourists.

One day we pulled into a very colourful village
and backed into somebody’s driveway. The owner
came out very excited and as we had a language
barrier we assumed he was not wanting us to be
on his property. To be honest I would not want to
have had us squatting in my drive way either. It
turned out that all he wanted was to get his car out
of his garage so he had use of it while we were in
his drive way. We never knew how long we would
stay any where, so we could not leave the spot. The
mans wife would make us stew and other hot food
and we would do beer runs.
I had been told that Germany was great as you
never dig in. Well much to my disappointment we
moved into a defensive position and were ordered
to dig in. They said we would in “Real life” dig up
to seven defensive positions and then race to the
one that was needed. The defence was like a circle
the wagons with the carriers in the centre. In
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reflection if the enemy was mobile this tactic would
not hold up as we would easily be by passed, cut off
and or destroyed by artillery.

Like all good exercises, time passed, we won the
battle and went back to base. Carriers were cleaned
and refuelled. Repairs were made and we were sent
on to live our lives.

The ground we dug in was shale. You swung the
pick axe with all your might and it would shatter a
little rock and you scooped it out. Then it rained,
and rained and the shallow trench was soon full
of water. I slept up the hill from the trench by
wrapping a sleeping bag around me like a blanket.
It was soaked straight through.
One of the tasks I had through the exercise was
to carry the Carl Gustaf anti tank gun. My cover
story was that the sight was being carried by my
No 2 who like my ammunition did not exist. The
site never left the vehicle as it was delicate and
expensive. But the plausible story of where my
sight and No 2 was never questioned.

My last contact with the M113 was in the Golan
where M113’s were fitted out to be ambulances to
be used in case of need. I recall spending my last
week pounding out pins and replacing them on the
tracks.

Later while on UN Service I had the chance to see
what a M113 looked like after hit by an anti tank
weapon. Aluminum melts. The vehicle was also

We got a long week end off before being sent home
and had a lovely trip to Amsterdam where many
miles of walking were done.

From Germany I returned to Edmonton where
I spent the summer with the Student Summer
Employment Program (SYEP) summer of 1972, But
that is another story.

The unit got Grizzlies for use in training before I left
the army. It was a six wheeled Armoured Carrier
fitted with the Cadillac Gage turret that supported
a .50 cal and 7.62mm machine guns. I was a little
surprised at the height of them. The M113 was hard
enough to try and hide. The new Grizzly vehicle
was fantastic in the fact that maintenance was a lot
less and they were much smother and fun to ride
in.

Photo Ted Howard

open to 7.62 mm weapons fire as well as 50 cal
machine gun fire. The only protection they gave us
was from artillery shrapnel, which accounts for the
majority of injuries in war.
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Where Is My Wanderer

Ed Madge LER 1990 -1992
on ex in Wainwright, spring (?) 1991. Photos by Ed
Madge
I am a police officer with the Vancouver Police Department. Paul Taylor is a pilot in Red Deer. I personally
haven’t seen or heard from Cecil Plamondon since
sometime around 1993 or 1994 I think. I’d heard rumours that he’d joined the Reg force but that was never
confirmed...         

Will Gatword is currenty serving with the Rifle
Regiment in Ghan. I downloaded this pic from his
profile. He served with the Eddies from 2005 to
2008 and did a tour in Ghan with TF-1-06.
Photo of Ed Madge LER 1990-92 while he was on his
QL-04 MG August 1991. (crouched on the left)

Adrian Berry dropped by the LER Museum recently.
He was with the unit in 77-79. He now lives in Thailand. When he left Canada he served a few years with
the RAR Royal Australian Army. He says there is a
picture of him in the Sgt Mess with a group of NCOs
he is wearing his Aus Cam.
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Guy Lefebvre.
Connected with Guy on
FB. He has a son, Jason
currently serving with
the Regiment. Guy was
in from 1974 to when he
went regular in 1976. Guy is the guy on the right in
the cam jacket
“I did a flyover to 3 Mechanized Commando in Baden
Solingen in 1975. I knew Brian Northmore’s parents,
Ann and Harry who were stationed over there as well.
I even baby sat young Brian on one occasion. I remember Chris Atkin when he had three hooks on his arm.
I went regular to the Strathconas in Calgary in 1977. I
took an 81mm mortar course in Dundurn the summer
of 76. It brings back many memories Lem and Kieth
Mundorf, Dennis Motiuk, Rob Russell, many others
all Eddies . Yes, I wore the badge with pride. Cpl Ted
Howard was my inspiration. What ever happened to
him?” ( Editors Note, Ted and Guy were reunited a few
days later at the museum.

MWO Tim Turner standing on the ramp of a C130
right outside the Jefferson Armoury. Left the unit this
past year to concentrate on his Sherrifs Department
duties.

Doug and Laurie Thorlakson. Now a Major serving in Petawawa and an obvious fan of John Middelton
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Last Post
ADAMSON, Thomas (Scotty) Norman Mar 17, 1917
- Jan 25, 2013

Tom passed peacefully in Langley at the age of 95.
Tom was predeceased by his loving wife, Mary in
2006 and son, Bob in 1992. Survived by son, Tom
(Gill) of Vancouver, daughter, Elizabeth (Justin)
Price of Langley, grandchildren Greg (Kathrin),
Ross, Justin (Tricia) Price, Paul (Sheri), Jennifer
(TJ) Bumby, Neil, Jeffrey Price, great-grandchildren
Caelan, Jayna, Jacob, Aliza, Kai, Timmy, Adam,
Millen, Blane and Sarah, niece Brenda, nephews
Bruce and Brian. Born in Scone, Scotland, Tom
immigrated to Canada in 1923 with his family and
grew up in the Grandview area of Vancouver. He
attended Templeton and Britannia High Schools.
In 1940 he enlisted in the Army. He married Mary
in 1942. When Tom returned from overseas after
the war they lived in the Renfrew Heights area of
Vancouver. They moved to Penticton in 1966. There
they had a large home that holds fond memories
for the family. In 2006 Tom returned to the lower
mainland to be closer to family. Tom enjoyed golf,
bridge, gardening and travel.

DREGER, Delmer Clement (Del) February 16th
1918,
Delmer died peacefully on November 4, 2012 in
Victoria, BC. Del was born during a late winter
blizzard south of Wainwright, Alberta. He was
predeceased by Geneva, his wife of 67 years in May
2010, his brother Gerald and twin sister, Trudie. His
is survived by his daughters, Bonnie Boon (Eddie)

and Dr. Holly Tuokko (Don Chaput) and their
families. Del obtained his schooling in rural Alberta
and in Edmonton as well as Vermillion College. He
joined the Loyal Edmonton Regiment on Sept 8th,
1939 and proceeded overseas in December, 1939.
In 1941, he transferred to the Air Force and trained
and flew with the RAF. He was repatriated to
Canada in 1943. He came down with scarlet fever
and, after some time in hospital, it was discovered
that the fever left him with a rapid heartbeat and
his flying days were finished. Later on, Del rejoined
the army in the Royal Canadian Army Pay Corps
where he obtained the designation, Registered
Industrial Accountant (now Certified Management
Accountant), and was awarded the Canadian
Decoration. Del served as Financial Officer in
hospitals in Ontario and Alberta and retired from
the position of Budget Control for the Alberta
Department of Hospitals. Del and Geneva retired to
Victoria in 1980. Del served with many charitable
organizations acting as treasurer and was a long
time volunteer at the Goldstream Salmon Hatchery.
A memorial service was held in the main lounge
at Luther Court, 1525 Cedar Hill Cross Road, on
November 11, 2012 A reception will followed.
GAULTER, David William September 16, 2012

David Gaulter late of Thorsby, Alberta passed away
at the age of 90 years.

David is survived by his loving family; one son and
two daughters, Suzanne (Don) Matras of Edmonton,
Herb (Susan) Gaulter, Gillian (Wilf) Miller, both
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of Thorsby; ten grandchildren, fourteen greatgrandchildren, and sister and brother-in-law
Grace and John Beloglowka of Edmonton. He was
predeceased by his wife Joyce, his parents William
and Margaret and brothers Freddie and Charles.
Friends were able to pay their respects on
Thursday, September 20, 2012 at Hainstock and
Son Funeral Chapel, 4802-47 Avenue, Leduc.

Funeral Service was held on Friday September 21,
2012 at St. David’s United Church, 4614-48 Street,
Leduc, with Reverend Blaine Gregg officiating.
Interment will followed in the Leduc Cemetery.
Loyal Edmonton Regiment WW2

HODGSON, Frederick July 6, 1920 - February 2,
2013

brothers serving overseas. Richard and Albert were
killed in action. Fred was wounded twice.
Fred provided for his family as a carpenter, bus
driver and part-time farmer. He helped build many
structures for the surrounding communities and
lived with Annie in the family house he built in the
fifties, up until a short time before his death.
Fred’s family wishes to give a heartfelt thanks to
Dr. Bablitz and the entire staff at the Whitecourt
Hospital for the excellent and dignified care they
provided.
Wearing what appears to be Loyal Edmonton
Regiment Hat Badge.
OSTAPEK, Russell. On May 28, 2013,

Mr. Russell Ostapek of Edmonton passed away
at the age of 90 years. Russell will be dearly
missed by his loving wife of 58 years, Alma; sons,
Darrell, William (Anita) and Kevin; grandchildren,
Stephanie, Danielle and Nicole and numerous
He will be sadly missed by his wife of 66 years,
nieces and nephews. He was predeceased by
Annie; his three sons, Richard (Shirley), Glenn
parents, Mary and Paul; brother, Clement (Anne)
(Diane) of Sherwood Park and Allen (Penney)
and sister, Helen (Harry) Letwin.Russell was born
of Whitecourt. He also leaves to mourn seven
in the town of Rava-Ruskain Western Ukraine. In
grandchildren, Debra (Harvey) Streu, Sandra
1929, his family immigrated to Canada and settled
Hodgson, Michael (Angela) Hodgson, Tania
(Nathan) Kowalski, Jacalyn Hodgson, Laurie (Ross) on a homestead near Lamont, Alberta. In 1941,
At the age of 18, Russell enlisted in the Canadian
Lakeman and Jamel Gilchrist; as well as twelve
Army. He served his country proudly in North
great- grandchildren, Cassandra, Kaylin, Justin,
Africa and Europe for three and a half years during
Claire, Christina, Patricia (Nathaniel), Eric, Katie,
World War II as a member of the Loyal Edmonton
Elizabeth, Kennedy, Mackenzie and Fenix.
Regiment. After returning home Russell became a
Fred was the youngest of a family of eight. He was chef.
During his forty-five year career he worked in a
predeceased by his parents, Richard and Mary
Hodgson; sisters, Nellie, May and Norah; brothers, number of restaurants in Edmonton and Northern
Alberta. The last ten years of his career were spent
Richard, Albert, Jim and Edwin.
as Director of Food Services at Alberta Vocational
Fred arrived in Blue Ridge in 1936 on a freight
Centre. Russell loved cooking just as he loved
train at the age of 16. After working odd jobs
life and this was evident, not only in the food he
and learning carpentry, he joined the army and
served, but also in the kindness and good nature
served as a signalman on the front with the Loyal
he showed toward everyone around him. He was
Edmonton Regiment in WWII. He was one of five
devoted to his family, his church and his community
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peacefully in the Whitecourt Hospital at the age of
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offering many hours of his time as a member of
the Knights of Columbus, the Norwood Legion, the
Chef’s Association and as president and parish
council member for St. Vladimir Parish.

2012 at 7:00 p.m. at St. Matthew’s Catholic Church,
13131 - 86 Street, Edmonton. A Mass of Christian
Burial was at St. Matthew’s on Friday, December
14, 2012 with interment at St. Michael’s Cemetery,
13819 - 82 Street, Edmonton.

PHELAN, Thomas “Tom” April 6, 1924 - December
9, 2012

It is with great sadness the family of Walter Peter
Shabada announces his passing on March 6, 2013
in St. Albert, AB at the age of 88 years surrounded
by his family.

Divine Liturgy was at St. Basil’s Ukrainian Catholic
Church, 7007 - 109 Street. The Very Reverend
Michael Kowalchyk officiating with interment in
Rosehill Cemetery.

In the early hours of December 9, 2012, Thomas
“Tom” Phelan of Edmonton passed away peacefully
in his sleep at the age of 88 years.
He is survived by his wife of 60 years, Betty; sons,
Donald (Lanie) and Michael; daughters, Carol
(Barry) and Susan (Louis); grandchildren, Ryan,
Sean, Danny (Megan), Erin, Alanna, Brendan,
Michelle, Shannon (Mike), Katie (Jason), Jennifer
(Esteban); and great-grandchild Alejandro, as well
as many loving friends and numerous nieces and
nephews.

Tom was predeceased by his parents, James and
Mary Phelan and his six brothers and three sisters,
Patrick, John, Michael, May, James, Peter, Marge,
Kathleen and Andrew.
Tom was born in Coagh, County Tyrone in
Ireland. At the age of two, he came to Canada. At
17, he fought in WWII serving in The 49th Loyal
Edmonton Regiment in Italy. After the war, he
worked for Loomis Armoured Car Service for 36
years. He dedicated his life to his

wife, his family and close friends. His warmth and
humour will be treasured and missed by them all.

A special thank you to the doctors, nurses and staff
of Unit 5D3 at the University of Alberta Hospital for
their loving care and support.
Prayers were held on Thursday, December 13,

SHABADA, Walter Peter. May 22, 1924 - March 6,
2013

Walter is survived by his loving wife Barbara of 68
years, six children, 11 grandchildren and ten greatgrandchildren.

Walter immigrated with his family to Canada at the
age of five years. He later joined the Army in 1939
serving with the 49th Loyal Edmonton Regiment.
Walter met Barbara in Glasgow, Scotland where
they were married and later returned to Canada.
They farmed until 2009 when Walter retired.

A Celebration of Walter’s Life was held on March
16, 2013 at Parkland Funeral Services Chapel, 3502
- 44th Avenue, Stony Plain, AB with Pastor Gary
McKellar officiating.
In lieu of flowers, Memorial Donations may be
made in memory to the Onoway Royal Canadian
Legion, Box 1368, Onoway, Alberta T0E 1V0.

Storyteller, hunter, woodcarver, fisherman. Born
Aug. 31, 1923, in Hay Lakes, Alta., died Sept. 27,
2012, in Calgary of Parkinson’s disease, aged 89.
SIKSTROM, Harold. Aug. 31,
1923, in Hay Lakes, Alta., died
Sept. 27, 2012, in Calgary of
Parkinson’s disease, aged 89
Harold was the second eldest
of four children born to Ingve
Sikstrom, the son of Swedish
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immigrants, and Alice, his English war bride. He
was raised during the Depression in Hay Lakes,
Alta. The family was fortunate: Ingve had a steady
job on the railway. From a young age, Harold
joined his dad in hunting ducks, geese and game,
which fed the family well when other families were
scraping by. The love of hunting, fishing and the
outdoors that Harold developed lasted all his life.

bed) and smoked fish. In middle age, he took up
woodcarving, creating many beautiful, lifelike birds
and decoys. Harold was also a voracious reader
and great cook. With Norma, he shared a love of
gatherings with friends and family for meals, poker
games, holiday dinners and the annual Grey Cup
game. His laughter, stories and wit were always a
highlight of any get-together.

It ended for Harold when he was wounded by a
piece of shrapnel, which lodged in his neck. An inch
either way and Harold’s life would have ended. He
would tell the story of arriving at the field hospital,
after a wild ride on a stretcher strapped to the back
of a jeep, and asking what they were going to do
about the wound. The doctor replied: “We may have
to amputate!” Then Harold would laugh out loud.
This was typical of the humorous stories he told in
later years about his war experiences.

Perhaps his wartime brush with death affected
Harold’s life journey. Family, friends and the
outdoors were his priorities, not the pursuit
of money, travel or worldly status. He will be
remembered for living his life to the full and
sharing it so generously.

Harold was earthy, honest, hard-working, generous
and kind, despite a gruff exterior, which fooled
no one for long. He and Norma had their share
of quarrels, but he demonstrated the strength of
his love by caring for her, cooking and doing the
housework when she was unable to do so due to
back problems.

He joined the army in 1943. At the age of 20, he
fought in the Italian campaign with the Loyal
Edmonton Regiment. The “forgotten war” was
brutal, with rough terrain, terrible rains and heavily
fortified enemy positions.

Brian Sikstrom is Harold’s son.

SUMMERSGILL, Robert H. ED, CD LCol Ret April 15,
1918 - February 25, 2013

In 1950, Harold married Norma Holte in Calgary.
Together, they raised two boys – Calvin and Brian
– in a one-bedroom apartment, and later in a small
house they rented for 40 years. Harold worked
first as a plasterer and then as a school custodian,
retiring in 1988.

Bob passed away from complications of pneumonia
on February 25th, 2013. He was born on April 15th,
1918 in Edmonton, Alberta and was the eldest son
of eight siblings. Bob was

His first car was his beloved 1962 Rambler station
wagon. He bought it before he even had a driver’s
license; he took lessons afterward. The Rambler,
and the other station wagons over the years, took
the family fishing and camping in the mountains
on summer weekends. Harold was always the first
to throw in a fishing line in the early morning and
the last to reel it out at night. In the fall, he and his
friends hunted in the Prairie fields and sloughs.
At home, Harold gardened, brewed wickedly
strong beer (the crock was at the foot of their

predeceased by his first wife, Janet McDonald in
1975. He is survived by his wife Agnes and his
family, sons Robert and wife Darla, Pembroke,
ON, William and wife Marilyn, Port Coquitlam, BC,
Donald and wife Carol, Calgary, AB, daughters Linda
and husband Fred Wagner, Bowen Island BC and
Janet and husband Wayne Arthurs, Langley, BC, and
11 grand children, 20 great grand children and 2
great, great grandchildren.
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Bob was commissioned in the Loyal Edmonton
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Regiment in 1938 and served overseas in WW2
before being severely injured and invalided home
in 1943. Bob finished his active service as the
Commanding Officer of the Repatriation Depot
in London, ON. Following the war, Bob began
employment with the Department of Veterans
Affairs in Edmonton and continued his military
service with the reserves. Bob was the last
Commanding Officer of the 19th Alberta Dragoons,
before the unit was decommissioned in 1964. Bob
and his family moved to West Vancouver in 1964.
He remained with Veterans Affairs, retiring in 1976
as the Director for British Columbia and the Yukon.
Bob was a long time member of the Royal Canadian
Legion and a Past Director of the Last Post Fund. A
Celebration of Bob’s life will take place at the Royal
Canadian Legion, West Vancouver Branch #60,
580 18th Street, West Vancouver, BC at 2 p.m. on
Monday, April 15th, 2013. Internment will be at the
Boal Chapel Memorial Gardens in North Vancouver,
BC. Flowers gratefully declined; instead a donation
to the Alzheimer’s Society, the Heart and Stroke
Foundation, or the George Derby Care Centre would
be appreciated. The Summersgill family wishes to
thank the staff at the George Derby Care Centre in
Burnaby, BC for the dedicated, compassionate and
wonderful care Bob received during the last three
years as a resident of the Centre.

Arabell, Cedric, Lincoln; nephew Victor (Jennie)
Berezan, nephew Oryst (Zdennie) Berezan,
niece Iris Tigner, niece Cecile (Chris) Huitema;
and numerous relatives in Canada and Ukraine.
Predeceased by wife Olga in 1981, daughter
Natalka in 1971, and nephew Ezzard Berezansky
in 2011. John was the youngest of six siblings and
was predeceased by his five sisters. Divine Liturgy
Tuesday, February 26 at

11:00 a.m. at St. George Ukrainian Catholic Church,
11305 - 95A Street. Reverend Anton Tarasenko
officiating with interment in St. Michael’s Cemetery.
Memorial donations may be made to Canadian
Mental Health Association, Edmonton Region, 800
Harley Court, 10045 - 111 Street N.W., Edmonton
AB T5K 2M
WRATE, Frederick Jack Nov 1, 1920 - Nov 17, 2012

After 92 years Jack moved to his next adventure,
fully aware of the love, hugs and goodbyes
expressed by many loved ones. Many thanks to Dr.
Howard and staff at St Joseph’s and Case Loma.
Jack leaves behind Enid, his wife of 64 years, four
children and spouses, seven grandchildren and
their spouses, twelve great-grandchildren, and
many relatives in Canada and England. Born in
Gwelo, Southern Rhodesia, Jack moved to England
in 1930. He was a “home boy”, who at sixteen was
Published in Vancouver Sun and/or The Province
sent to work on farms in Ontario, moving west with
on March 2, 2013
the drifters and hobos, dreaming of a cowboy life.
WAWRINCHUK, John. 1925 - 2013
From 1938-45 Jack served the Loyal Edmonton
Regiment in Sicily, Italy, France, Belgium, Germany
On February 22, 2013, we said goodbye to our
and Holland. He was our family’s war hero. He
dear Tato and Dido. John is survived by his one
worked for the Alberta Department of Highways
son and six daughters: Irene (Richard) Casavant,
starting as a surveyor and retiring in 1975 as
Theresa (Tom) Parada, Janine (Len) Jacobs, Nadia
Highway Inspector. He loved his job and built
(Mike) DeLong, Mark (Sheree) Wawrinchuk,
Alberta highways that are his legacy. Jack and Enid
Maria (Dave) Warren, Lillian (Kevin) Wawrinchuk;
lived in many small Alberta towns before settling in
thirteen grandchildren: Ramona (Adrian),
Lethbridge. They also lived in Quebec and Penticton
Matthew, Veronica, Brett, Simone (Curtis), Jennifer,
where they remained for 27 years before moving
Stephanie, Barry, Reggie, Luke, Jacob, Dylan
to Comox, making friends all along the way. An
(Sheena), Cameron; three great-grandchildren:
extraordinary citizen, husband, father, grandfather
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and great-grandfather and supporter of the Baha’i
Faith, Jack was a precious human being who will be
dearly missed by all.

“A veteran - whether currently serving, retired, or
or reserve - is someone who, at one point in their
life, wrote a blank check made payable to “The
People Of Canada,” for an amount of “up to and
including THEIR LIFE.””
Author: ~Unknown

Please let the Museum know of any members of the
Loyal Edmonton Regiment are mentioned in an
obituary. We would be happy to publish in the Last
Post.

Final Inspection
The Soldier stood and faced God,
Which must always come to pass.
He hoped his shoes shining,
Just as brightly as his brass.
Step forward now, you soldier,
How shall I deal with you?
Have you always turned the other cheek?
To My Church have you been true?
The soldier squared his shoulders,
And said, No Lord I guess I ain’t,
Because those of us who carry guns,
Can’t always be a saint.
I’ve had to work most Sundays,
And at times my talk was tough,
And sometimes I’ve been violent,
Because the world is awfully rough.
But I never took a penny,
That wasn’t mine to keep…..
Though I worked a lot of overtime,
When the bills just got too steep.

And I never passed a cry for help,
Though at times I shook with fear,
And sometimes, God forgive me,
I wept unmanly tears,.
I know I don’t deserve a place,
Amoung the people here,
They never wanted me around,
Except to calm their fear.
If you’ve a place for me here, Lord
It needn’t be so grand,
I never expected or had too much,
So if you don’t I’ll understand.
There was silence all around the throne,
Where the saints had often trod,
As the soldier waited quietly,
For the judgment of his God.
Step forward now you soldier,
You’ve borne your burdens well,
Walk peacefully on Heaven’s streets,
You’ve done your time in Hell.
To those who serve
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An old recruiting add from from the 50”s

